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ABSTRACT
CHRISTOPHER EMILE KIEFFER: Baseball in the Big Easy, An analysis of
professional baseball in New Orleans, Louisiana
(Under the direction of John Winkle)

This paper is an analysis of the relationship between a community and a cultural
activity. In this particular case it is about the relationship between New Orleans,
Louisiana and its professional baseball teams, the minor league New Orleans Pelicans
and New Orleans Zephyrs. The work examines how one can see the changes in the city
during the twentieth century by examining the changes that surrounded its baseball
teams. It shows that through the lens of baseball, one can examine the evolution of a
community.
The heart of the thesis is 17 first-hand interview accounts with several former
players, fans and the managers, broadcasters, ifont office personnel, newspaper beat
writers and baseball historians. Information was also gathered from several books, Web
sites, videos, newspaper accounts and magazine studies. Information from the United
States Census Bureau was also analyzed.
During the early 1900s baseball was an important neighborhood in a city where
neighbors

NOTE:In the time between this project being completed and this version being
printed, Hurricane Katrina devastated the New Orleans area and significantly changed
the present-day landscape ofNew Orleans, Louisiana and thus several ofthefindings.
Much additional research would need to be update the writings aboutpresent andfuture
New Orleans.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction: Professional baseball in the Big Easy

1

The locations echo the change. On the comer of Tulane and Carrolton Avenues in
New Orleans, the hum of the crowd, the shouts of the salesmen and the crack of the bat
no longer linger. Neither do the aromas of the old wooden bleachers, the roasted peanuts
or the mowed grass. At the location of old Heinemann Stadium (known as Pelican
Stadium after 1938) where the New Orleans Pelicans baseball team played from 19151957, the sounds have been replaced by the hum and rattle of passing cars and the smells
by the odor of the expelled exhaust of cars and trucks at a busy city intersection.
Meanwhile, on a plot of land along Airline Highway—the former 20-acre La Salle Tract
that wasn’t developed until Zephyr Field opened in 1997—the New Orleans Zephyrs play
triple-A baseball from April until early September. And it’s a whole new ballgame.
Unlike the Pelicans, who inhabited New Orleans from 1887 until 1959 and again in 1977,
the Zephyrs, who arrived in 1993, have a marketing department focused not on baseball
but on total family entertainment.

The topic
This paper examines how professional baseball in New Orleans, La., reflects its
greater community. Over the years, both have undergone drastic changes that reflect the
evolution of the city’s character, especially the changes that resulted from World War II,
from a shift to the suburbs and fi-om the oil boom of the 1970s and bust of the 1980s. By
looking at the how the staging, promotion and reception of professional baseball in New
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Orleans has changed from 1887 to the present day, one can also follow the political,
economical and cultural changes that have gripped the city since that time.
This thesis looks at baseball as a microcosm of the community that is New
Orleans. It is a study of baseball and society and how the two evolve and meld together
and impact one another. The paper shows how the atmosphere has changed for Pelican
and Zephyr games, how the demographics and psychographics have changed in New
Orleans, how Pelican Stadium was characterized by strong neighborhood bonds, how the
modem progress following World War II hurt the Pelican baseball franchise, how the
revamped 1977 Pelican franchise struggled in a city that wanted to draw a Major League
Baseball team and how the new Zephyr franchise has had to operate within a business
and a city focused on entertainment. Through the lens of baseball—a popular local
pastime—one can trace the evolution of New Orleans since 1887.

The research
The heart of the thesis is first-hand interview accounts. I conducted 17 interviews.
1 spoke with several former Pelican players and fans. I interviewed the man who
managed the 1959 Pelicans and announced for the 1977 team. I talked to current and
former members of the Zephyrs’ staff, a former Zephyr player from New Orleans, Zephyr
fans and the radio announcer for the Zephyrs’ first eight years in New Orleans. I spoke
with the man who has covered the 1977 Pelicans and every Zephyr season for the TimesPicayune newspaper. I talked with a pair of local baseball historians from the Society for
American Baseball Research.
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Much of the background information on the history of minor league baseball
came from reading Neil Sullivan’s The Minors, the information on the sociology of minor
league baseball came from reading Rebecca S. Kraus’s Minor League Baseball:
Community’ Building Through Hometown Sports and the information on the economics of
minor league baseball came from Arthur T. Johnson’s Minor League Baseball and Local
Economic Development. 1 learned of the effects of the post-World War II culture and
inventions upon baseball from Sullivan’s The Dodgers Move West. I got specific
information on the Pelicans and Zephyrs from Arthur Schott’s book 70 Years with the
Pelicans, S. Derby Gisclair’s Baseball in New Orleans and Gisclair’s v^ebsite
www.neworleansbaseball.com, Marshall D. Wright’s The Southern Association in
Baseball 1885-1961, the Baseball America Directory 2004, the New Orleans Zephyrs
th

2004 Media Guide and various Zephyr programs. I got a better picture of the early 20
century Pelicans from David L. Fleitz’s book Shoeless: The Life and Times of Joe
Jackson. I learned more about the history, politics and culture of New Orleans and of
Louisiana from reading William W. Howe’s Municipal History ofNew Orleans, Morton
Inger’s Politics and Reality in an American City: The New Orleans School Crisis of
1960, Clyde C. Vidrine’s Louisiana Political Hijinks and Tyler Bridges’ Bad Bet on the
Bayou. I also gathered much from various readings and articles I came across through my
research.
I learned much from several videos: Big Easy Baseball: The saga ofthe Pel’s and
the Z’s (produced by the New Orleans Zephyrs), Southern Bases (produced by Atlanta
Public Television) and New Orleans That Was (produced by WYES-TV 12 in New
Orleans).
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1 analyzed data from the United States Census Bureau, from Fortune magazine’s
Fortune 500'’ and from the New Orleans Metropolitan Convention and Visitor’s Bureau.
I read correspondence on baseball and other information from the files of former mayors
of New Orleans. I researched old newspaper articles on microfilm to see how things were
covered and how the coverage of local minor league baseball changed over the years. I
looked at articles from several time periods, ranging from the Pelicans’ inaugural 1887
season through the 2004 Zephyrs’ season. 1 looked at how home games, away games and
championships were covered, realizing that newspaper coverage generally reflects
community interest because papers tend to cover what people are interest in reading.
The results of that research are this paper.

Baseball history
For 72 years, during the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the
twentieth, New Orleans was a member of a regional league of Southern baseball teams.
The league, known as the Southern League from 1887-1900 and as the Southern
Association from 1901 until its demise in 1961, featured opponents in Atlanta, Mobile,
Ala.; Birmingham, Ala. Nashville, Term.; and Memphis, Term., among others. In 1905,
the Southern Association was among the first minor leagues to receive classification as
an A league, to differentiate it from inferior B leagues. For a while, the league remained
among the elite of the “lesser” or “minor” leagues that were independent of but less
respected than the “major” leagues. However, the Southern Association remained singleA for more than 30 years after the double-A classification was created in 1912—a
classification that the Southern Association didn’t reach until a triple-A level was created
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in 1946. For the most part, New Orleans thrived in the league, both in terms ofsuccess on
the field (the Pelicans won the pennant in their inaugural 1887 season and finished first
10 times between 1905 and 1934) and at the ticket office—drawing 400,000 fans in 1947.
According to The Southern Association in Baseball: 1885-1961^ New Orleans
participated “virtually every season the Southern League and its descendants were in
operation—a claim no other league team could make” (Wright 20). New Orleans was
also a place of innovation, especially with player/ manager Abner Powell in the late
1800s and early 1900s. Powell was the first in baseball to cover his field with a tarpaulin,
the first to issue detachable rain checks on tickets and the first to introduce Ladies Day to
the minor leagues.
While the Pelicans played in the Big Easy, New Orleans also supported several
minor-league Negro League teams. Unfortunately, however, it is difficult to gather much
information on these teams. The Encyclopedia of Negro League Baseball by Thom
Loverro lists nine different teams that played in New Orleans at some point. The Negro
Leagues book, edited by Dick Clark and Larry Lester lists five ofthose teams. According
to baseball historian S. Derby Gisclair, “You had a tremendous history of black baseball
in New Orleans.” Gisclair said that the local black newspaper, the Louisiana Weekly,
used to cover games in the 1860s played between the service staffs of two local clubs.
However, black teams had limited economic resources and limited facilities. Gisclair said
they would sometimes play on the “meat lot,” a baseball diamond behind a white
slaughterhouse. Only when the Pelicans were out of town, could the Black Pelicans
sometimes use Pelican Stadium. Gisclair notes that it’s difficult to find even a box score.
Back then, it’s just not something that (newspapers) covered,” Gisclair said. “I worked
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with the Negro League museum. They barely have records on more established teams,
much less minor league teams or minor league baseball.” Nonetheless, negro league
teams did play in New Orleans in a time when baseball flourished in the Big Easy.
However, the New Orleans culture changed with the rest of the American culture
in the 1950s, a period that had detrimental effects on minor league baseball. The
inventions of television and air conditioning inspired many New Orleanians to watch
major league stars from the comfort of their living rooms, and jet travel allowed New
Orleanians greater opportunities to watch Major League games in person. Furthermore,
black fans, who had largely supported the Pelicans, albeit in the segregated black
bleachers, quit going to games to protest the fact that the Southern Association did not
allow black ballplayers. The Pelicans drew less than 100,000 fans in 1956 and 1957,
prompting their owners to believe their plot of land at the comer of Carrolton and Tulane
would be more valuable for other purposes. The ballpark was tom down in October 1958
to be replaced by the Fontainebleau Motor Hotel and is now the site of Fountainebleau
Self Storage and the Fountainbleau Apartments (Those spellings are correct according to
the signs outside the establishments). The team was purchased by stock holders. With the
great support of New Orleans Mayor deLesseps S. Morrison, the team got some
momentum and was able to secure a lease to play at municipally-owned City Park
Stadium. However, the stadium was built for high school football and had a track that
was in play in parts of the outfield. Baseball did not catch on at City Park Stadium, the
team went into debt and the Pelicans folded after the 1959 season.
That began a period of flirtation between New Orleans and Major League
Baseball. It started with the prospect of landing a team in a newly launched third major
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championships were covered, realizing that newspaper coverage generally reflects
community interest because papers tend to cover what people are interest in reading.
The results of that research are this paper.
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league that never developed and continued with attempts to lure existing franchises—
most notably the Oakland Athletics and Baltimore Orioles—or obtain an expansion team.
New Orleans’ best chance of landing a team came in the 1970s when the Louisiana
Superdome was new, the oil business was booming and New Orleans was prospering.
The city obtained a triple-A franchise in 1977 when an American Association team
moved in from Tulsa, Okla., changed its name to the Pelicans and took up residence in
the Superdome. The team finished second in the league in attendance (217,957 fans), but
never really caught on with the local culture. The Superdome was too big for smaller
minor league crowds and had too many dates pre-booked, forcing the team to take a few
long road trips, including one that lasted a month. Mostly, though, the city’s sole focus
was on obtaining a Major League franchise, and the Pelicans migrated to Springfield, 111.
for the 1978 season. New Orleans never obtained a Major League franchise, and for a
while, it was the largest city in America without any professional baseball franchise.
Then, the oil bust of the 1980s sent the city reeling, and baseball was put on the back
burner for a while.
Ironically, it was Major League Baseball expansion that finally brought a team
back to New Orleans. In the early 1990s, the National League decided to add two
teams—^the Florida Marlins and Colorado Rockies—^that would begin play in 1993. That
meant that Denver’s triple-A American Association team, the Denver Zephyrs, needed to
look for a new home. Zephyrs owner John Dikeou chose New Orleans, and professional
baseball was back after a 15-year hiatus.
With no triple-A caliber ballpark in the city, the New Orleans Zephyrs played
their first four seasons at the University of New Orleans’ Privateer Park, drawing 160,000
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to 187,000 fans in those four seasons. However, the grand slam came in 1997 when
Zephyr Field was opened in the suburb of Metairie and in adjoining Jefferson Parish,
where many of the New Orleans Metropolitan Area’s middle-class families are
concentrated. In 1997, the Zephyrs shattered the Pelicans’ 1947 attendance record by
drawing 517,200 fans in 72 dates. The next year, the Zephyrs were shifted to the Pacific
Coast League, as all the American Association members shifted to either the PCL or the
International League to allow for a triple-A World Series. In 1998, the Zephyrs won the
PCL championship, captured the inaugural Triple-A World Series and drew 519,584 fans
in 69 dates—an average of 7,530 fans per game. The Zephyrs split the PCL
championship with Tacoma in 2001, as the championship series was cancelled after the
tragedies of Sept. 11, 2001.

New conditions
Since moving into Zephyr Field, the Zephyrs have averaged at least 320,000 fans
every season from 1997-2004 and each of those seasons have outdrawn every Pelican
season except 1946 and 1947. However, the Zephyrs have gotten that attendance by
reaching out to a broader audience. It’s a different focus. For most of the Pelicans’
existence, they were about the only chance New Orleans baseball fans had to watch
professional baseball during the summer. They were like the big leagues. The local
papers followed the entire league with articles generally on the front sports page. It was
more of a father-son outing than a family event. They were New Orleans’ only
professional team. Those conditions have changed. Baseball fans in New Orleans can
watch games on ESPN several times a week; they can watch the Atlanta Braves, Chicago
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Cubs, Chicago White Sox, Houston Astros or Texas Rangers play on cable television
almost every day. They can drive as little as five hours to watch a game in Houston or
hop on a jet to watch a game anywhere in the nation. They’ve got other professional
sports teams—major league teams—to rally around—the National Football League’s
New Orleans Saints and the National Basketball Association’s New Orleans Hornets.
The fact that most New Orleanians grew up without a local professional baseball
team to follow and the proliferation of Major League Baseball games on cable television
has led the Zephyrs to market themselves as total family entertainment. The unique
selling feature isn’t baseball; it’s gimmicks that try to attract the family entertainment
dollar. It’s Weenie Wednesday, Thirsty Thursday and Fireworks Friday. There are
concerts on the field after Saturday games. There are spacewalks outside the stadium for
Sunday games, after which kids can run the bases. There are on-field games and mascots
dancing on the dugouts between innings. This is minor league baseball in a city with
professional football and basketball. This is minor league baseball in the Big Easy, a city
big on fun and with no shortage of entertainment options. This is minor league baseball
with a marketing team that sees movie theaters—^not other sporting events—as its major
competition.
Today, minor league baseball is a big entity,” said New Orleans native Lenny
Yochim, who spent all or part of nine seasons with the Pelicans fi'om 1948 until 1956 and
then served for many years as a scout for the Pittsburgh Pirates. “It is geared to the whole
family. There is lots of participation by fans in the stands. It was purely baseball back
then. It was just geared to the typical baseball fan.
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City history
This change in the game has come in a city that has seen tremendous change over
the years.
The territory that later became New Orleans, La., was claimed by France in 1682
after the explorer LaSalle descended the entire Mississippi River and named the whole
valley drained by the river “Louisiana.” The territory capital was established at Biloxi (in
present-day Mississippi). In 1718, Governor Bienville “had become satisfied that the
chief city of the colony ought to be established on the Mississippi,” and New Orleans was
founded (Howe 6). “Its location was plainly determined by the fact that it lies between
the River and Lake Pontchartrain, with the Bayou St. John and the Bayou Sauvage or
Gentilly affording navigation for a large part of the distance fi-om the lake towards the
river” (Howe 6). New Orleans was transferred to the Spanish, then back to the French,
before being purchased by the United States in the Louisiana Purchase on Dec. 20 1803.
The city of New Orleans was incorporated on Feb. 17,1805(Howe 13-14). The city grew
up around the Mississippi River, becoming one of the chief ports in America and earning
the nickname the “Queen City ofthe South.”
In 1890, the first census taken after the Pelican’s arrival. New Orleans was the
12* largest city in America with a population of 242,039. The city continued to grow
through the first half of the 20* century until it peaked at 627,525 people in 1960. That
ranked it as the 15* biggest city in the United States. Then the population left for the
suburbs or eventually for jobs in other cities. The population fell to 593,471 (19th biggest
city) in 1970. In 2000, the population ofthe city itself was 484,674 people.
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New Orleans thrived economically in the 1970s. Texaco, Amoco, Shell, Exxon
and Mobil all had major operations in the city, and “rising oil prices had produced a slew
of skyscrapers and good-paying jobs” (Bridges 70). However, the oil bust of the mid
1980s took the city down with it. The oil companies downsized their New Orleans
operations. According to Tyler Bridges, “This had a ripple effect throughout the city.
Purchasing power fell, and companies in other industries began laying off workers.
College graduates abandoned New Orleans for greener pastures. A poor city became even
poorer” (Bridges 70). According to Bridges, the percentage of New Orleanians living in
poverty rose to 31.6 percent, making it the third-poorest city in the United States.

Today’s landscape
While the city has still not fully recovered from the recession, it has shifted its
focus to tourism, drawing on the appeal of the French Quarter. The city also hosts major
athletic events, such as the Sugar Bowl and Super Bowls, and festivals, such as Jazz Fest
and Mardi Gras. Each of those events has a total economic impact of $200-to-$350
million according to the New Orleans Metropolitan Convention and Visitor’s Bureau.
The top five Louisiana industries in 2004 were oil/gas/petrochemicals, tourism, business
and professional services, arts and entertainment, and ship building and aerospace.
according to The New Orleans Regional Chamber of Commerce and MetroVision
Economic Development Partnership. According to Fortune magazine’s 2004 Fortune
500, New Orleans had one company—Entergy (ranked number 217 and earning $9,195
billion in revenue) in the top 500 and two others—^Freeport-Mc Moran Copper and Gold
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and Hibernia bank in the top 1,000. In 2003, the Metropolitan Statistical Area recorded a
population of 1,318,000, ranking it as the 40^ biggest city in the country.
New Orleans has one major daily newspaper, The Times-Picayune. There are four
local television news stations, NBC affiliate WDSU-TV, Fox affiliate WVUE-TV, CBS
affiliate WWL-TV and ABC affiliate WGNO-TV. The local cable company, Cox Cable,
recently added a cable channel, the Cox Sports channel, which broadcasts local sports—
Hornets games, LSU sports, high school games and a few Zephyr games. The Visitor’s
Bureau lists 18 local radio stations.
As mentioned, there are currently two major league sports teams, the NFL’s New
Orleans Saints, who have been in the city since 1967, and the National Basketball
Association’s New Orleans Hornets, who have been in the city since 2002. The New
Orleans Jazz played in the NBA from 1974 until 1979. Before the Jazz, the New Orleans
Buccaneers played in the American Basketball Association from 1967 through 1970.
New Orleans also hosts an Arena Football League team, the New Orleans VooDoo, and
has previously hosted a United States Football League team as well as minor league
hockey and minor league soccer. College football—especially involving Louisiana State
University—and high school football are very popular. College baseball is growing in
popularity. Louisiana State University and Tulane University have set the national
collegiate baseball attendance record on a few occasions.

Modern progress
There are basically no signs—literally or figuratively—^that a ballpark once sat
where a boat and RV self-storage establishment now does on the comer of Tulane and
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Carrolton. There is the dark-green iron fence along Tulane Avenue, the deep shade of
green commonly found on outfield fences of today’s ballparks, and there are the bushes
just outside the fence that resemble Wrigley Field’s famous ivy. That’s about it.
Fountainebleau Self Storage and the Fountainbleau Apartments inhabit the land
now; their white and dark green color scheme is almost baseball-esque. An area once
lined with grass and infield dirt is now covered by asphalt broken up by buildings and a
few bushes and trees. In the distance, where fans could once watch fly balls hover, the
blue sky now frames an Interstate high-rise. Next door is a Burger King. Across the street
is an insurance company, a dental care place, and a restaurant.
In some ways, this Mid City spot reflects the modem progress that followed
World War II. It’s a highly urbanized spot ruled by the automobile. Road constmction
that has followed the war has oriented the intersection so that four lanes of Tulane
Avenue cross six lanes of Carrolton Avenue. Just after the intersection, Tulane Avenue
rises onto a high-rise bridge, from which motorists can connect with Interstate-10.
It was this same post-World War II progress—especially television, air
conditioning, automobiles, urban flight and jet travel—that contributed to the death of the
New Orleans Pelicans. By the time the Zephyrs arrived in 1993, the city had changed
again.
Across the street from the spot where Heinemann Stadium sat fi-om 1915 until
1957, now stands a red billboard with a glass of beer and a black fleur-de-lis. The
Budweiser advertisement staring at the location where baseball once mled is a subtle
reminder that football is now king in the Big Easy. For 32 years during a 33-year span.
from 1960 until 1993, New Orleans was without any professional baseball team. For
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much of that time—since 1967—the city played host to an NFL football team. When the
Zephyrs blew into town, fans had to be reacquainted with the game. And minor league
baseball no longer carried the Southern big-league feel it did when the Pelicans roosted.
New Orleans is a city that has hosted a double-A team in a regional league; that has
flirted with major league aspirations and that has finally found its home as a triple-A city.
But it is a city with a triple-A team whose marketing pitch is free T-shirts and
fireworks—rather than suicide squeezes and diving catches—in its attempt to lure
customers.

The chapters
Chapter two of this paper looks at the glory days of the Pelicans—it is more of a
historical view of what once was, relying mostly on interviews, books and newspaper
accounts to show baseball in New Orleans and New Orleans itself in the first half of the
twentieth century. Chapter three examines New Orleans’ search for its place in
professional baseball—the bankruptcy of the double-A Pelican fi-anchise, the city’s
attempts to attract a Major League team, the brief return of the Pelicans and finally the
arrival of the triple-A Zephyrs. In addition to interviews and newspaper clippings, this
chapter gets more in the politics, using information from the files offormer New Orleans
mayors and from books about New Orleans and Louisiana politics. The fourth chapter
looks at professional baseball in New Orleans today. In addition to more interviews and
newspaper clippings, it relies on an analysis of the demographics of New Orleans
compared to other double-A, triple-A and Major League cities and on books about minor
league baseball today. The fifth and final chapter steps back and ties it all together—
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analyzing how professional baseball in New Orleans has been shaped by the political.
economic, sociological and cultural forces ofthe Big Easy.
So sit back in your seat, grab a hot dog, smell the fresh air and enjoy. Let’s play

ball.
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CHAPTER 2
1887-1957: The neighborhood team
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Lenny Yochim still remembers the aroma of old Pelican Stadium.
It had an aroma or smell,” said Yochim, a New Orleans native who spent all of
parts of nine seasons from 1948 until 1956 with the Pelicans. “You’d notice it when you
walked into the confines. The seent of peanuts and popcorn lingered. It was an all-wood
stadium.
For Mel Brookcy, who caught Yochim for the Pelicans in 1950, 1952 and 1953, it
is the sounds that resonate. “Evolution (Eddie Loup) was a super salesman there,'
Brookey said. “He used to sell peanuts. He used to say,‘Gotta, Gotta, Gotta Peanuts.’ He
could sell anything. Anything that wasn’t moving at the ballpark, they used to give to
him. In about the sixth or seventh innings, he started selling it.
Heinemann Stadium, known after 1938 as Pelican Stadium, served as the home
for professional baseball in New Orleans from 1915 until 1957, hosting the New Orleans
Pelicans of the Southern Association. It was a time when baseball was king. And without
television broadcasts of Major League Baseball, the Pelicans and the Southern
Association ruled the Big Easy.
That used to be the big thing,” said Yochim, who also grew up in New Orleans.
■First thing you did in the morning was open the paper and check the box score to see
how (the Pelicans) did.
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Neighborhood bonds
For a large city—during the Pelican’s entire tenure, New Orleans was one of the
20 biggest cities in America—New Orleans is a place with small-town-like neighborhood
bonds. Those bonds were even stronger during the first half of the twentieth century. A
common greeting across the city, “How’s ya momma en dem,”(How are your mother
and everyone else?) was even more common at that time. Local establishments
dominated national chains, which really didn’t gain a hold on the Big Easy until the
1980s. Instead, New Orleanians shopped at local businesses, such as McKenzie’s bakery.
Krauss’s department store, K&B drug store and Schwegmann’s grocery store—^places
which, as a local Benny Crunch song pines, “Ain’t Dere No More.” Children tended to
not move far from their families and would generally reside in the same neighborhood
when they moved out. Most residents rented their homes, and as recently as the late
1960s, many didn’t even have cars, but would rely on local busses and street cars to
travel the city. New Orleans is not Any Town, USA,and its residents feel a special link to
their city and a pride as inhabitants of the Big Easy. During the first 60 years of the
1900s, before urban flight spread the population across a large area, those bonds were
remarkable.
Neighborhood residents had even stronger bonds. Nearly every neighborhood had
a movie theater and a comer with a bar room and a neighborhood grocery store—^places
for residents to congregate. And if residents weren’t congregating in public places, they
were sitting on their front porches and talking—especially in the days before air
conditioning. One of these neighborrhood communities was the one near Heinemann
Stadium.
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It was special because I grew up in the neighborhood,” Yochim said. “The
ballpark was in easy walking distance from my house. It was a place I used as a
playground as a kid.
In an era when hundreds of thousands of people lived within a compact area of
New Orleans proper, thousands lived within a few miles of the ballpark. When the
Pelicans weren’t playing, the park was available for the neighborhood kids to use

as

long as they kept off the infield. Local children would play games in the outfield using
the scoreboard as a backstop and the numbers as bases. As they grew a little older, many
would get jobs at the ballpark. George Strickland, who grew up in New Orleans and
played with the Pelicans in 1943 and 1946 before eventually playing in the 1954 World
Series with the Cleveland Indians, got his first job at the park.
“The first job I had was selling scorecards at Pelican Park,” Strickland said. “The
next year, I sold candy. I had a tray with cigars and cigarettes and candy and all that kind
of stuff. The next time, I was an usher for the box seats. I didn’t make any money, but at
least you could see the ballgame. That was the thing, to be able to see the game.
Yochim also began his career there.
“I used to pitch batting practice to the pitchers when I was around 13,” Yochim
said. “They’d hit before the regular hitters. They had a left handed pitcher, William
Seinsoth. I copied his delivery and style.”
If they weren’t working, children would attend games as part of the Knothole
Gang, which set aside a section of the stadium for children at a cheaper admission price.
Sometimes, they would try to move closer.
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You used that ticket, and you’d get in all season for that,” said Pete Barrouquere,
who grew up near the park and has since covered the Pelicans in 1977 and the Zephyrs
since 1993 for The Times-Picaynme newspaper. “About the fifth inning, the guy for the
grandstand would let us in, and we’d move under the rope to get into the box seats,'
Barrouquere said. “We finally got caught when your basic neighborhood grocery owner’s
son, kind of a chubby kid, got stuck, and they blew our cover. We had to get someone to
get him out.
Barrouquere said it was a time of wonderment.
“When 1 was a kid, I saw a lot of guys come through here that played in the big
leagues,” Barrouquere said. “I remember Herb Score (of the Cleveland Indians) came in
here in an exhibition. He was warming up in the bullpen, and my brother and I were
watching. All of a sudden he (motions for a fastball). I said,‘No way he can throw harder
than that.’ Guess what, he did. He was just getting loose, and he was already popping our
eyes out.
It was also a time of intimacy with the players. Barrouquere said that fans could
greet the players as they came into the stadium. Barrouquere learned a lot about baseball
from A1 Flair, his next door neighbor, who led the Southern Association with 24 home
runs while playing first base for the Pelicans in 1947.
You got to know these guys,” Barrouquere said. They lived in your
neighborhoods. Sometimes the players would sit behind us, and they’d buy us Cokes. The
pitchers who were done would come sit in the stands. We got to know the guys in the
bullpen because they warmed up by the fence right there where we were.
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Many of the players themselves were already locals. It was a time when players
could sign directly with a minor league team—^rather than with a Major League club that
would option them to a minor-league affiliate. Then, if the player was sold to a Major
League team, he would get a percentage of his sale price. Vince Rizzo grew up near the
stadium and spent many years working in the Pelicans’ front office. He used to sign all
the local stars, especially those from S.J. Peters High School, Strickland’s alma mater.
Peters virtually became a farm club for the Pelicans. The 1941 Peters team had three
future Major Leaguers: Strickland, Mel Parnell and Ray Yochim (Lenny Yochim’s
brother who also played a stint with the Pelicans). In addition to Yochim and Strickland,
that Peters team also had future Pelicans Ed Lavigne and Peter Modica. Lenny Yochim
estimated that the Pelicans would have as many as seven or eight local players at a time.
And if the local kids didn’t get a chance to play at the stadium for the Pelicans, many of
them did get to play there in high school. Strickland remembers Peters playing several
big games at Pelican Stadium.
Against a neighborhood-community backdrop in which locals would often mingle
and form bonds, Heinemann Stadium was an important public place for congregation. It
was a huge part of the neighborhood. Local boys would use it as a playground, would
work at the stadium, would play high school games there and would maybe even one day
play there for the Pelicans. The locals would attend Pelican games there. Barrouquere
said he would see pretty much the same group of people at the park every night.
Primarily, it was fathers taking their sons to ballgames, although Ladies Nights were
often held as well. In fact, it was New Orleans player and manager Abner Powell who
introduced the concept of Ladies Day to minor league baseball on April 29, 1887.
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After the games, the eommimity spilled into neighborhood establishments outside
the park. There was a gas pump in the stadium parking lot. There was a car dealership
across the street. There was Jim’s Fried Chicken, Delicate Jerry’s restaurant and the
Home Plate Inn.
(Jim’s) is still the best fried chicken I’ve ever had in my life,” Barrouquere said.
They had a whole lot of places where you could get sandwiches and chicken and have a
beer. The players went there after the game. When we were kids,(former Pelican player)
Gene Freese used to buy a bottle of pop for me and my brother.
In an era in which not many New Orleanians owned cars, it was very convenient
to get to the ballpark.
They ran speeial street cars from Canal Street right to the ballpark, and they’d be
lined up five and six cars deep waiting to take you home right after the ballgame.
Louisiana’s official baseball historian Arthur O. Schott said. “No matter where you lived.
it was a place you could get to.
Streetcars saturated the city during the first half of the twentieth century. During
their peak period in the 1920s, there were over 225 miles oftrack on New Orleans streets.
according to WYES-TV documentary “New Orleans that Was.” In 1948, there were over
26 street railway lines traveling through New Orleans, and someone who knew how to
transfer could ride around the city for seven cents.

The start
Amateur baseball spread in New Orleans after the Civil War. “In the immediate
post-Civil War years, baseball’s center of activity in the South was located in the region’s
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most southern large city: New Orleans, LA”(Wright 4). During the immediate post-war
years, more than twenty New Orleans teams registered with baseball’s governing body,
the National Association, according to Marshall D. Wright, author of The Southern
Association in Baseball: 1885-1901. Wright also notes that the first spring training took
place in New Orleans in 1870 when the Cincinnati Red Stockings, the nation’s first
professional baseball team, came to New Orleans for ten days to train. During their trip,
the Red Stockings played five games against local amateur teams, opening the series
against a team nicknamed the Pelicans. It was the first time in print for a team named
after the Louisiana state bird, and it wasn’t fortuitous. On April 25, 1870, the Pelicans
were defeated 51-1 by a Red Stockings team that defeated a Memphis team 100-2 a
week later and posted a 126-6 record over two seasons. By 1873, the Louisiana State
Baseball Association, the amateur organization started in 1870, dissolved. “In October of
that year, the New Orleans Daily Picayune (newspaper) officially pronounced baseball
dead”(Benson 248).
In fact, it was a few years away from being bom. In 1887, New Orleans was
invited to join the two-year old Southern League. It was a time when New Orleans was
the “Queen City of the South,” and the second busiest export port and twelfth largest city
in the United States. The Southern League was thrilled to put a team in the Big Easy.
The newly formed club chose the name Pelicans. After a spring training that
included games against the National League powerhouse Detroit Wolverines, who loved
training in New Orleans because of its warm spring weather, the Pelicans took flight with
a 5-2 home win against Mobile on April 17, 1887. The Pelicans went on to capture the
pennant in their inaugural season, winning 75 games and losing 40. However, the
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Southern League wasn’t as successful, folding several times before ultimately dying in
1899. The league was reorganized as the Southern Association in 1901, with New
Orleans’ manager Abner Powell one of its chief planners. New Orleans won its first
Southern Association pennant in 1905 with an 84-45 record, a feat even more impressive
since a yellow fever epidemic forced the Pelicans to play the final month of their season
outside of New Orleans. The move of the team’s home base to Meridian, Miss., decided
upon by Pelicans’ manager Charley Frank, was credited with having saved the league that
season. Had New Orleans not left before the quarantine and been stranded in the city
unable to play out its schedule, it would have been disastrous to the league.
It was an era before player-development contracts, working agreements and
Major League affiliation. The Southern Association was a league in itself—just as the
National League and American League were. That it was a “minor league” meant that it
was not as respected as the “major leagues” and that its players were subjugated to being
bought by major league clubs or to being drafted by major league teams after the season.
The club, however, was itself responsible for signing its own players. In fact, in 1901,
while managing a last place team, Powell fired his entire club and brought in
replacements he signed in North Carolina.
At their birth, the Pelicans played their home games at Sportsman’s Park. The
stadium, built in 1880, was renovated for the Pelican’s first game in 1887. An 1887
article in The Daily Picayune newspaper said the park had stands on all sides except
against the cemetery wall—a ten cent stand for the boys, general admission bleachers, a
grand stand covered by an iron roof and containing seats with backs, reserved seats for
season ticket holders, a stockholders stand for ladies and the press, and the member’s
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stand. The ladies had a separate entrance gate, and “one commendable feature” was stairs
that led from the top of the grandstand to the bottom so that people could walk down to
the bottom seats as they arrive, “avoiding confusion and preventing the interference of
spectators.” The renovated park was christened in New Orleans style, as the April 7, 1887
Daily Picaynme reported that street cars would be elaborately decorated and the teams
would be escorted to the park by bands of music. The opening game drew 5,000
spectators. In 1908, the team moved to Pelican Park, located on the comer of Carrolton
Avenue and Banks Street, across the street from the spot where Jesuit High School sits
today.
After the 1913 season, manager Charley Frank left the Pelicans and Alexander
Julius Heinemann took over as president and general manager for the 1914 season. Faced
with declining attendance and bankmptcy, Heinemann had the grandstand dismantled and
moved piecemeal by mule four blocks down Carrolton Avenue to its intersection with
Tulane Avenue. In their first season at the new park, the Pelicans drew 134,405 fans.

The South’s Major League
The Southern Association gripped the deep South, an area without a Major
League team until the expansion Houston Colt .45s began play in 1962 and the
Milwaukee Braves moved to Atlanta for the 1966 season. For the length of the Southern
League and Southern Association tenures, it was the highest classification operating in
Dixie. Before television and jet travel, baseball fans could follow the Major Leagues in
the newspaper, but their best chance to see professional baseball—^besides exhibition
games—was in the Southern Association. Intensifying fan interest was civic pride. All of
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the cities were Southern, including several pairs that were within two or three hours of
each other—New Orleans and Mobile, Atlanta and Birmingham, Nashville and
Chattanooga, and Memphis and Little Rock. As the video Southern Bases^ produced by
WPBA in Atlanta, puts it, the battles of cities fighting each other for business
opportunities spilled over onto the playing field.
This wasn’t today’s minor league baseball with a greater focus on player
development than wins and losses. This was an era in which fans desperately wanted
wins and pennants. The fans were intense and so were the rivalries. Lenny Yochim
recalls how the fans used to boo players, something rare in today’s minors. William
Reynolds; who played with Atlanta from 1956 until 1958, New Orleans in 1959 and
Little Rock in 1960 and 1961; remembers how hostile the New Orleans fans were.
They didn’t like you when you played for the visiting team,” Reynolds said. “I
got more beer thrown on me there. I played right field in old Pelican Stadium. Down the
right-field line were the white bleachers. From the line to the white bleachers, you had
three feet before you hit the bleachers. They threw beer on you. They never let you catch
a ball.
Such hostile fans can be traced all the way back to the Pelicans’ origins. An
article from the March 17, 1887 Daily Picayune chides fans who “guy” a player when he
makes a misplay. Later, different teams in the league would sometimes sell seat cushions
for a quarter each. When a controversy would erupt on the playing field, the seat cushions
would rain down onto the field. Barrouquere said that New Orleans and Atlanta had a big
rivalry and the games between the two teams would generally sell out. He added that to
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Southern baseball fans, the Southern Association was as good as it got.“We thought that
was better than the big leagues,” Barrouquere said.
The home players were also loved and treated as royalty. Brookey gushed when
talking about the way the fans in New Orleans treated him and his teammates. He said
fans would give him free dinners, free ice creams and free suits. “We never paid for
anything,” Brookey said. “You would go out to eat after the game, and they’d just pick
up the tab.”

Media Coverage
The popularity of the Southern League was reflected by local media coverage. In
a time before television and air conditioning, and in the neighborhood environment of
New Orleans, residents would often gather on their porches for the evening breeze.
Sometimes they would talk with neighbors. Other times, they would listen to the Pelican
broadcasts by Ted Andrews on WTPS 940. “Everything was on the radio, and the people
that didn’t come to the ballpark used to listen to the games,” Mel Brookey said. “They’d
get out on the front porch and listen to the games over the radio.” One of the interviewees
on the Southern Bases video recalls going down Tulane Avenue and hearing the Pelicans
game broadcast to all ofthe houses.
The Southern Association also dominated the newspapers, a good instrument for
determining social values. In the late 1800s, the Daily Picayune newspaper had no
separate sports section. It was a time before photographs or horizontal headlines when
articles ran down single columns on an eight-column page. The Pelicans’ articles would
be highlighted by a large-type headline in all caps and would mark the beginning of a
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series of sports-related stories. Box scores would accompany all game stories, as would
updated league standings. Stories for Pelican home games had no byline and generally
filled about a column of newsprint. Stories for road games filled about a half-column.
Following the Pelicans story were brief stories and box scores from all the other league
teams, followed by stories and boxes from the National League and the American
Association. At the end of all the baseball stories was a section usually headlined
Around Various Bases” that contained notes about the Pelicans and their league.
The articles of the time were filled with superlatives. An Aug. 15 article reads,
Today’s game was the greatest this season. The greatest slugging was indulged in, the
greatest fielding was performed, the greatest crowd was there to see it. Everything was
great, even the temperature.
What is noteworthy about this early coverage is that the Pelicans’ coverage came
first among sports stories and was most extensive. Also, the entire league was covered.
The coverage of the day also reflected the status of the Southern League. While it was
common for the “minor league” teams to lose exhibition games against teams fi-om the
‘major leagues,” that was not always the case. The March 31, 1888 Daily Picayune has a
headline proclaiming, “A Great Day for the Minor League Men,” as New Orleans
defeated Chicago and Memphis topped St. Louis. The paper also gave some coverage to
other local baseball games, such as those between town barbers, between the Wintersaults
and Summersaults of the Gymnastics Club and between the “colored teams'

■the Unions

and the Pickwicks.
By 1910, The Daily Picayune pages were a bit less cluttered thanks to a separate
sports page, two-column headlines and large photographs. The Pelicans remained the
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feature of the sports page. Their article would be on the top left of the page. Home and
away games were covered. Articles for home games remained about a column long.
Southern Association scores, standings and scheduled games were prominently displayed
on the top left of the page, near the Pelicans’ story. Scores from other leagues—including
the Cotton States League with several Mississippi teams—were also in the sports page.
Baseball scores could also be found on page two of the main section of paper, inside a
boxed table of contents titled “Guide to News.” Baseball was very important news to the
community.
Baseball dominated the sports page in the 1920s. The Pelicans continued to be the
lead story, with a large headline that spanned all eight colmnns at the top ofthe page. The
Pelicans would then have a bylined article and a box score. The article for home games
would be more than a column long, and the article for road games would be shorter. The
batting averages-to-date of all of the Pelican hitters were listed on the bottom of the front
sports page. There would also be a brief article and a box score from every Southern
Association game. After the Southern Association stories was similar coverage of
National and American League games. The Southern Association coverage came first.
Also, somewhere on the front page was the “Baseball Barometer” with scores, schedules
and updated standings from the Southern League, the American League, the National
League, the American Association, the International League, the Cotton States League
and the Texas League. Sometimes, scores fi’om the Pacific Coast League, the SALLY
League, the Southeastern League, the Western League and the Western Association were
also included.
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Baseball coverage remained similarly pervasive in the 1930s. When the Pelicans
defeated San Antonio in the 1933 Dixie Series (which pitted the Southern Association
champion against the Texas League champion), the game coverage dominated the paper
with large front-page headlines. Sports editor William McG. Keefe traveled to San
Antonio for the road games and sent back bylined stories, including a series preview.
Keefe’s regular “Viewing the News” column was dominated by notes on the series.
Updated Dixie Series batting averages and standings were also listed.
Football coverage, however, was also popular. A few days after the Pelicans won
their first Dixie Series title, the front page of the sports section was dominated by college
football coverage—national coverage and coverage of Tulane University and Louisiana
State University. Tliere was a huge football headline at the top of the page and half of the
front page was taken up by a series of four pictures from Tulane’s season opener. The
entire front page was filled with football stories.
What were not as well covered were black teams. While the Pelicans were playing
in the Dixie Series, the Crescent Stars, champions of the Negro Dixie league, were
preparing to play the Chicago American Giants, champions ofthe Negro National League
in the “negro world series.” The article said that it was the first time that a Southern team
had won the right to play in the “negro world series,

On Wednesday, Sept. 27, 1933,

while the front page of the sports section was trumpeting the Pelicans’ championship, a
short article on page two mentioned that “negro world series” games would be played at
Heinemann Park that Saturday and Sunday and that “half of the grandstands would be
reserved for white fans.

There was no coverage of the games—or of their

postponement—in Sunday’s paper and a small article about Sunday’s games at the
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bottom of the second sports page on Monday, Oct. 2, 1933. That article referred to a
game on Monday, hinting that Saturday’s game may have been postponed.
By 1947, The Times-Picaynme newspaper sent a writer to road games to send back
bylined stories. The articles—from home and away games—would run about threequarters of a column. The Pelican’s headline would generally run across the top of the
first sports page (there was no separate pull-out sports section). The stories and box
scores from the Southern Association and the Major Leagues were sometimes on the first
sports page and sometimes on a later page. The “baseball barometer” remained the same,
but was moved to a later sports page. Advertisements with baseball were prevalent in
1947, showing the spread of the game in pop-culture. The coverage was about the same
in 1955. All in all, baseball coverage dominated the sports page. Pelican coverage and
then Southern Association coverage was given precedent over Major League coverage.
The Southern Association was covered as a whole.

Crowds
While the Pelican crowds were usually smaller than 3,000, there were some
occasions when the team drew about 8,000 or 9,000 people. Schott said there was great
interest when New Orleans won the 1933 and 1934 Dixie Series against San Antonio and
Galveston.
I saw those games in New Orleans,” Schott said. “That was special. They put up
extra fences in the outfield. They were squeezing them in pretty tight. That was the glory
days of the Pelicans.
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It may have been the glory days, but the crowds were not very large by today’s
standards. In both series, the Pelicans played three home games—one Sunday, one
Monday and one Tuesday. According to The Times-Picayune, during both years, the
Sunday crowd w^as by far the largest—7,480 paying fans on Sept. 24, 1933 and 7,292
paying fans on Sept. 30, 1934. The other two games drew 2,493 and 2,114 fans in 1933
and 1,655 and 1,217 fans in 1934. Both of those games were played during the heat of
week days when many potential fans had to work. Although baseball historian S. Derby
Gisclair notes that many of the games of that era took only a couple of hours to complete.
allowing fans to see most of the game on their lunch hour, Sundays tended to draw the
largest crowds.
The Pelicans were finally able to play in prime time—drawing working fans and
avoiding the midday summer heat—in 1936. In New Orleans’ first game under the lights
on May 15, 1936, the Pelicans drew some 11,000 fans in an 11-5 loss to Atlanta. While
many of these fans were drawn to the game by the novelty of night baseball, they were
still coming for baseball—not for the give-aways or sideshows that often lure today’s
fans. The Pelicans soon began playing all of their games at night, except for
doubleheaders every Sunday and a few Saturday day games. Night baseball helped
slightly boost an attendance that had begun to sag following the Great Depression. After
drawing nearly 200,000 fans every year from 1923 until 1930 (including more than
200,000 in 1923, 1925, 1926 and 1927), the attendance fell to 134,579 in 1931, as fans
suddenly needed to save money for more important purposes. The attendance dropped
even more to 112,155 in 1932 and in the two pennant seasons of 1933 and 1934, it was
just 116,604 and 92,423 respectively. Although no attendance is available for the 1935
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season, the mark climbed above 135,000 in 1936. However, the attendance again dropped
to 92,551 in 1939 and dipped below 70,000 in 1940 and 1941. The mark rose back to
around 100,000 during the mid 1940s. Team success does not seem to be a huge factor in
attendance during this period. As noted, the two Dixie Series championship seasons saw
low attendances. While the Pelicans had a losing record in 1939 and 1940, the attendance
was about the same as in 1941, when they went 78-75 and finished third. Attendance
grew slightly from 1943 (78-58, second place, 101,600 fans) to 1944 (57-83, seventh
place, 102,267 fans).
The attendance boomed after World War II ended in the summer of 1945. That
season, the Pelicans drew 142,444 fans. Post-war prosperity gave fans extra money to
dispose of on entertainment, and the effect took hold the next season, as the Pels drew
329,071 fans and the Southern Association was labeled double-A. Then, 1947 was the
best in the history of the league. New Orleans drew 400,036 fans during a season in
which they went 93-59 and finished a half-game out offirst place. The eight league teams
combined to draw 2,180,344 fans, as every city except New Orleans outdrew its
population (New Orleans had a population of 570,445 in the 1950 census). However,
televisions began to explode in the American marketplace in 1948 and 1949. Attendance
fell those years, but still remained about 200,000.
Barrouquere said that even during the early 1950s, the crowd would sometimes be
so large that the team would rope off a portion of center field for fans to sit. He
remembers one such large crowd when rival Atlanta came to town for a game.
“There were times when I was a kid, my dad used to take us, and on sellout
nights, they’d let the kids into the outfield,” Barrouquere said. “I remember one night I
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was sitting there, and I had just gotten my first watch. I think it was a Westclox watch.
My aunt had given it to me. We were sitting there and a ball went in there and bounced
back onto the field. Chuck Tanner, who was playing centerfield for Atlanta, flipped the
ball in there and said, ‘Here ya go kid, you can have the ball, but you have to give up that
watch’. I wasn’t gonna give up that watch.
Although in the early days of the league. New Orleans was one of the few cities
allowing Sunday baseball, Sundays eventually became the best days at the ticket office
for Southern Association clubs, especially by the 1940s. Teams would play day
doubleheaders on Sundays, avoiding morning and evening church services. According to
Southern Bases, fans would travel across to South for these games, either to watch the
home team play on the road, or to travel from an outside region to see the nearest team
play. Schott said that sometimes the Pelicans would have bands in the stands for their
Sunday games. The bands often welcomed the umpires with “Three Blind Mice” and
played popular songs between innings. According to articles printed in The TimesPicayune, during 1947, their best year at the gate, the Pelicans drew about 7-to-10,000
fans on Sundays. Although attendance figures aren’t given for all games, the Pelicans
drew “more than 7,000” for a June 22 double-header against Chattanooga and 9,199 for a
July 6 doubleheader against Birmingham. The paper also noted that a record 13,256 fans
saw the team play in Binningham on July 13.
Those crowds became less common as the ’50s progressed. Television and even
color television became much more common. Residential air conditioning, which was
invented just before the Great Depression and World War II slowed its sale, also began to
spread. In 1953, Major League Baseball began nationally broadcasting the “Game of the
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Week,” with entertaining former Major League pitcher Dizzy Dean behind the
mierophone. Now, fans didn’t have to sit out in the heat to watch double-A baseball.
Instead, they could sit in air-conditioned homes, watch the Major League players and
listen to an entertaining broadcaster. Worse for the Southern Association, the “Game of
the Week” aired on Saturdays and Sundays, the two days that the Southern Association
most depended upon for its biggest crowds. Jet travel shrunk the country and began to
allow some New Orleanians to travel to Major League games. Pelican attendance slipped
to 127,304 in 1951. For a couple of years, it flip-flopped every season from 100,000 fans
to 200,000 fans before plummeting to 96,753 in 1956. The end was near.

Black support
Negro League teams existed, but were not well covered by the newspapers, as
was the case in the 1933 Negro World Series. The Encyclopedia of Negro League
Baseball lists nine different teams that inhabited the Crescent City: the Pinchbacks
(1880s), the Unions (1880s), the Black Eagles (early 1900s), the Black Pelicans (1900s
through 1930s), the Caulfield Ads (1920s), the Crescent Stars (1920s), the Zulus (1930s),
the Eagles (1950s) and the Smart Nine (no years listed). The Negro League book lists the
Unions (1886), the Black Pelicans (1920), the New Orleans-St. Louis Stars (1941), the
Black Pelicans (1945) and the Eagles (1951). All of these latter teams, except the Eagles,
are noted with the same years on neworleansbaseball.com. Sometimes these teams play at
Heinemann Stadium, but only if the Pelicans did not need it. At other times, they would
have to use inferior fields, such as the “meat lot” behind the white slaughterhouse.
Obviously, these teams had many stories that were lost to the general public. One of them
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was that of Toni Stone, a woman who played second base for the Black Pelicans in 1949
and the New Orleans Creoles from 1949 until 1952. She went on to play for the
Indianapolis Clowns and the Kansas City Monarchs and once recorded a base hit off
Satchel Page. According to a 1994 article in The Times-Picayune, Page played briefly
with the Black Pelicans early in his career in 1926. That article, by Ted Lewis, notes that
1940 and 1941 were the only years that New Orleans had a franchise in the highest level
of the Negro Leagues. That team was the Stars, which New Orleans shared with St.
Louis. As it was for Major League teams. New Orleans was “a popular training site and
exhibition stop for top (Negro League) teams, such as the Kansas City Monarchs,
Chicago American Giants and Homestead Grays,” Lewis writes.
The Pelicans also did not struggle to attract black fans, although these fans were
relegated to the black bleachers, a small area in left field. Although certainly not the best
seats in the house, Barrouquere said that he thought the seats were great and once tried to
sit there before being kicked out. Lewis’ article, however, quotes Homestead Grays
pitcher Wilmer Fields who remembers seeing chicken wire separating black fans from
white fans during a 1948 Negro League World Series game played at Pelican Stadium.
Fields added that New Orleans was the first place he remembered seeing that.
According to Gisclair, the black section was not large enough to meet the
demand. “They would bring 40 or 50,000 people a year,” Gisclair said. “It couldn’t hold
that many. That’s the only spot they could sit. If you put them in the main grandstand,
they would have brought 200,000 fans.” William Reynolds also remembers the black
support as being large. “The black people liked their baseball,” Reynolds said. “They
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came out all the time. They pulled for you. You didn’t hear them hollering at you or
criticizing you. They came out to see a ballgame.”
Things began to change in the 1950s, however. In 1954, Atlanta’s Nat Peeples
became the first and only black player in the Southern Association. Peeples had success
during spring training that season, although he was not allowed to eat or room with his
white teammates in the segregated cities of Florida and Georgia. In fact, Jackie Robinson,
who broke Major League Baseball’s color barrier ini947, told Peeples that Peeples would
have a tougher job than Robinson because Peeples had to play in the South. Around
10:30 p.m. on April 9, 1954, Peeples made his first career appearance when he came to
the plate as a pinch hitter in Atlanta’s season opener at Mobile. Many white fans became
angry, turned in their tickets and left. They said they would not go to games in which
Peeples played. Eight days later, Peeples was sent to single-A Jacksonville to take the
spot of Hank Aaron, who had just been called up to the Milwaukee Braves. According to
The Southern Association in Baseball^ Peeples had four at bats in two games. Angry that
Peeples was not given a chance in the league, black fans began to protest and organized a
boycott of Southern Association games that really took hold in the mid-to-late 1950s.
Attendance figures that were already suffering because of television and air conditioning
began to suffer even more.

Hot and Wet
As noted, it was 1936 before the Pelicans were able to play any night games.
Before that, they had to play all of their games in the middle of hot and humid New
Orleans summer days—a fact that makes any crowds that they were able to attract more
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impressive. And although players and fans began to enjoy cooler night temperatures after
that, they still had to battle the heat during Sunday doubleheaders. Making things worse
for the players, all of them wore woolen uniforms that held in heat and sweat. “I
remember weighing my uniform one time, and it weighed 12 pounds after a ballgame,
Brookey said. “The chest protectors were made out of cotton. When they got wet, they
got heavy too.” On Southern Bases, former Atlanta Cracker Chuck Tanner, who later
played and managed in the majors, said players used to put cabbage leaves under their
hats and lemon quarters under their jaws. Another anecdote on the video said that teams
would often have to jump on a train immediately after a game. The players would put
their soaking uniforms into a trunk and board the train. By the time they reached their
next town, the uniforms reeked.
The Pelicans also had to battle the summer rains that frequent New Orleans.
‘They’d roll that tarp out all the time when it rained in the afternoon,” Lenny Yochim
remembers. “We didn’t lose games, but we lost fans. They didn’t want to sit and watch a
game in the rain or sit and wait through a rain delay. That slows attendance.
In fact, the amount of rain in New Orleans led to a pair of inventions by Abner
Powell near the turn of the century. In the early 1900s, ticket collectors would take the
entire ticket of fans entering the ballpark. If the game was cancelled by rain, ticket takers
would then hand tickets back to fans leaving the game. Some people figured this system
out and would jump the fence during rain storms to receive a free ticket as they left the
ballpark. According to Schott’s book 70 Years with the Pelicans,“too often when a game
was stopped by rain, more tickets were passed out to outgoing customers than had been
taken in at the box office that day.” Powell then invented a detachable rain check stub on
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tickets that could be redeemed if a game was postponed. Powell was also the first to
cover the infield by a tarpaulin when rain threatened. According to 70 Years with the
Pelicans, Powell said he got the idea from watching stevedores cover cotton bales on the
waterfront with tarpaulins. In 1888, the Cincinnati Reds saw the idea in New Orleans and
copied it.

Promotions
As mentioned, the Pelicans played before the era of big-time minor-league
promotions. Before the spread of the game on television, the Southern Association
provided its fans with their best chance to see professional baseball. This is how the
league marketed itself. Giveaways were rare. In fact, a 1934 Times-Picayune article
derides the new give-aways in the Texas League that it believed hurt Dixie Series
attendances. “Nearly every Texas League city forces its season attendance by hanging up
prizes for the games nearly everyday,” the article read. It cited that Dallas gave away five
cars and Galveston—the Pelicans’ Dixie Series opponent that season-

‘gave away 18

minor prizes every day and valuable prizes at frequent intervals.” The article noted that
this practice was harmful because, “when the Dixie Series rolls around and admission
prices are greatly increased, with no prizes, the baseball fans, having had their fill of
baseball, lose interest.” Thus, Dixie Series crowds would be smaller in those Texas
League cities meaning less income for the players, who split part ofthe gate profits.
The Pelicans did have some promotions. According to Schott, they raffled off an
automobile once a year. The team sold tickets all year and drew a winner at the last game.
The winner did not have to be present, Schott said. Barrouquere said they used to have a
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pane of glass in left field at Pelican Stadium. If a player hit and broke the glass during the
game, he would get S50. That promotion was ended when New Orleans native Lou Klein
broke the glass twice in one game. Barrouquere said there was also a local haberdasher
that gave players a free suit if he hit its sign in the outfield. Sometimes there were pre
game exhibitions, such as home-run-hitting contests or contests in which catchers would
throw balls from home plate into a nail keg on second base. Sometimes, one of the clown
princes of baseball, A1 Schacht or Jackie Price—^both former major leaguers who would
travel to different baseball cities to put on shows—^would be in town. Schacht did a lot of
pantomiming; Brookey remembers him imitating Babe Ruth hitting a homerun. JPrice
would do skill tricks—taking batting practice while hanging upside down fi'om a pole,
riding around in a jeep (sometimes on his head) and catching fly balls, accurately
throwing balls in several different directions at once, or propelling a ball over the outfield
fence with a slingshot. Brookey said the crowds tended to be larger when Schacht or
Price were in town. Perhaps the Pelicans’ biggest attraction—other than baseball—was
that it was relatively cheap entertainment. “A lot of things were different,” Pelicans fan
Tom Gilmore said. “There wasn’t as much money to do things, and baseball was cheap.”

Anecdotes
Many future Major League stars came through New Orleans. Some came via the
Pelicans or their rivals. Others trained in the city. The Cincinnati Reds, Chicago White
Sox, New York Giants, Philadelphia Athletics, Chicago Cubs, Cleveland Indians,
Brooklyn Dodgers, New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox all held extended spring
training practices in New Orleans.
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“Shoeless” Joe Jaekson was a member of the 1910 New Orleans Pelicans,
becoming a fan favorite and star by hitting .353. According to David Fleitz’s book
Shoeless: The Life and Times of Joe Jackson, Jackson was “one of the most popular
players ever to appear in a Pelicans’ uniform.” Jackson was sent to New Orleans by
Philadelphia Athletics’ manager Connie Mack, who was frustrated that Jackson had a lot
of potential but didn’t always show up for practice. According to Fleitz, Mack believed
Jackson, a South Carolina native, would be happier playing in the Southern city of New
Orleans. The Pelicans were then owned by Cleveland Naps’ (l^t^r the Indians) owner
Charles Somers, who eventually purchased Jackson’s contract. While in New Orleans,
Jackson fell in love with vaudeville shows. Even after being promoted to Cleveland,
Jackson would often return to New Orleans in the off season to practice with his former
teammates and attend vaudeville shows. The Naps also returned to New Orleans every
spring for an exhibition game against the Pelicans. Jackson later recruited other major
league and minor league players for a series of exhibition games in New Orleans in
which the players sold the tickets and refreshments and split the proceeds.
One of Jackson’s teammates in 1910 was Ted Breitenstein, who had played in the
major leagues from 1891 until 1901. In a sign ofthe times, Breitenstein was kicked in his
pitching ann while shooing a horse in the stables outside Athletic Park after a Pelicans
game in 1907. According to The Southern Association in Baseball, Breitenstein won just
five games in 1907 after winning 21 in 1906. Breitenstein won 19 games in 1910. Also in
1907, Pelican pitcher Moxie Manuel pitched a pair of shutouts to win both games of a
doubleheader against Birmingham by 1-0 scores on June 15. On Aug. 8, 1916, New
Orleans’ Cotton Knaupp recorded the only unassisted triple play in the history of the
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Southern Association. Lou Gehrig, Babe Ruth, Joe DiMaggio, Bob Feller and Ted
Williams are among the many major leaguers who trained or played exhibitions in New
Orleans.
Perhaps the legendary Pelican with the most impact was long-time manager Larry
Gilbert, whom Schott calls “the greatest manager in the history of the minor leagues.”
After becoming the first New Orleanian to play in a World Series as a member of the
1914 Boston Braves, Gilbert was purchased by New Orleans from Kansas City in 1917.
After six seasons of playing with the Pelicans, Gilbert was named manager in 1923 and
continued to play through the 1925 season. Gilbert won his first pennant in his first
season as manager and secured another one with a 101-win season in 1926. Gilbert led
the Pelicans to five pennants and two Dixie Series championships before moving to
Nashville in 1939. In Nashville, Gilbert won five more crowns. Meanwhile, New Orleans
failed to win a pennant after Gilbert left. According to The Southern Association in
Baseball^ Gilbert won a record 2,128 games. The book says that his nine pennants have
not been topped by any other minor league manager.
According to Schott, when Gilbert left, the air was taken out ofthe Pelicans’ sails.
“That was the worst thing that happened to New Orleans in baseball,” Schott said.
“He went to Nashville and produced pennants and Dixie Series titles, which probably
could have happened in some areas if he had stayed with the Pelicans.”
Instead, the Pelicans began to flounder in the standings, adding to attendance
woes that would also be hurt by television, air conditioning and black protest.
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Conclusion
During the first half of the twentieth century New Orleans still had a small-town
feel thanks to its strong neighborhood bonds. Citizens identified themselves as members
of a neighborhood community and took pride in where they lived. They developed
friendships with fellow community members and often congregated in the evenings.
Pelican Stadium flourished in one-such neighborhood community. The locals were well
represented on the Pelican teams, who would play for city pride. Attending games and
using the stadium for recreation were important to the local community. However, it was
also a period of racial segregation and that segregation was clearly visible at the ballpark.
Blacks and whites sat in different sections of the stadium, and the Pelicans were never
integrated. Economically, the period wasn’t a particularly prosperous one and the
Pelicans never operated as a big business. Tickets were cheap and corporate sponsorship
was unheard of It was a time before national travel was common, and New Orleans’
position in a minor league of Southern teams fit the city like a glove.
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1958-1993: The search for an identity
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It was one invasion by Yankees that Southerners didn’t really protest. In fact, they
tended to actually invite these Yankees themselves. They brought them into their homes,
into their living rooms, right in front of their families and friends. After the Southerners
would mow their yards on Saturday mornings or return from early church services on
Sundays, they would walk inside their living rooms, and the Yankees would be right
there. Perhaps their response was most surprising. They didn’t protest; they didn’t call to
arms; they didn’t fight or even run and hide. They just sat there and spent three hours
with the Yankees, often cheering them on. And the next week, they would usually do it
again. With the mere push of a button, the Yankees would be right there, separated from
the home owner by only a flashing glass screen. These Yankees carried large clubs, but
they weren’t threatening, at least not to non-baseball players. These were the New York
Yankees, the World Champions of baseball.
Television had an extremely detrimental effect upon the Southern Association,
greatly contributing to its demise following the 1961 season. It was one of those
inventions that opened up things, bringing the world to one’s living room. Naturally, such
a revolutionary creation changed the way Americans interacted with the game of
baseball. For the first half of the twentieth century, as the game developed as the national
pastime, a baseball team had a pretty exclusive relationship with the city that it called
home. Sure, there was some franchise movement, but during the season, the bond was
strong. Unless your city had two teams—or was near another city with a team—^you had
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one team you could regularly watch and root for during a season. Pittsburgh had the
Pirates; Detroit had the Tigers; Atlanta had the Crackers; and New Orleans had the
Pelicans. New Orleanians could check the major league box scores in the paper or listen
to World Series games on the radio, but the only team they could physically watch
regularly during the season was the Pelicans. That changed in the 1950s when television
sets began to find their way into American homes and jet travel allowed fans to be
whisked across the country. In 1953, ABC began broadcasting a national “Game of the
Week” on Saturdays and Sundays. Now, fans had more options. There were more teams
they could watch and root for. Now people in San Antonio, Texas could watch the
Chicago Cubs. People in Tampa, Fla., could watch the Cleveland Indians. The Major
League teams began to develop a broader fan base. It was a development that came at the
expense of the fan bases of the inferior minor leagues.
Unfortunately for the Southern Association, television didn’t come alone.
Arriving almost instantaneously was the introduction of home residential air conditioning
units, which were invented just before the Great Depression, but, just like television.
began to spread to homes after World War II. Now Southerners didn’t have to go sit
outside in the intense heat and pay to watch inferior minor leaguers play. They could stay
in their cooled homes for free. They could watch teams, such as the Yankees, who were
particularly popular and often broadcasted during this era, and stars, such as Yankee
outfielder Mickey Mantle. They could listen to entertaining color-announcer Dizzy Dean
teach the fundamentals of the game or use phrases like “slud into second base’ or
'runners return to their respectable bases.” As baseball historian S. Derby Gisclair put it.
'You could have your own beer and eat your own sandwiches, and you didn’t have to
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pay to watch the game. Why would you want to leave your house? ” Naturally, the minor
leagues couldn’t compete with this.
Then, during the mid-1950s, there was the protest of black fans, who refused to
attend games after realizing the league wouldn’t allow black players. Atlanta Crackers’
outfielder Nat Peeples, the only black player ever to play in the Southern Association,
lasted just two games in 1954 before the pressure from white fans who refused to attend
games in which Peeples played forced the Crackers to send Peeples to another league. In
protest, black fans throughout the league stopped attending games. The fan base was
further depleted as black fans stopped going and white fans stayed home to avoid their
protests.
Compounding matters even more, the Pelicans had their worst decade on the field
during the 1950s, finishing in second place in 1954, but no higher than fifth place (of
eight teams) any other season. At a time when several factors were already conspiring to
hurt the Pelicans’ attendance. New Orleans was unable to field a competitive team that
would draw fan interest.
Television, air conditioning, a protest by black fans, jet travel and a losing team
all combined in New Orleans to stymie attendance figures that had skyrocketed in 1946
and 1947. In 1956, the Pelicans’ attendance dropped to 96,753. The next year, it
plummeted to 67,287. At the end of that season, the team’s ovmers decided that the land
the stadium sat on was more valuable as real estate. On Sept. 1, 1957, the Pelicans played
their final game at Pelican Stadium, a 7-3 loss to the Memphis Chicks in front of 941
fans.
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The availability of games on television also created apathy during the more-than
30 year period in whieh New Orleans was without a minor league team. It gave New
Orleanians enough of a taste of Major League Baseball to cause a craving for the big
leagues and divert the eities’ attention from minor league baseball. However,the city was
never able to land a Major League franchise, and because the citizens’ baseball desires
were satisfied by television, there was no need for them to raise a clamor about
reacquiring a minor league franchise. Because they became used to watching televised
Major League Baseball, New Orleanians wanted Major League Baseball or nothing. The
ensuing gap without a team allowed a National Football League franchise to move in, set
up shop and establish football as the chief sport ofthe Big Easy.
The mid-1950s until the early 1990s was a period in which New Orleans sought
its identity. The city underwent drastic changes that resulted from the post-World War II
boom and from desegregation. The city then experienced a boost in economy and prestige
when the American oil market gushed with success in the 1970s. Thus, it was as New
Orleans was becoming a “Major League city” that its citizens were only interested in
major league teams.
The economic boost was reversed when the oil industry hit tough times in the
mid-1980s and began to downsize New Orleans operations. Businesses catering to the
upper class began to leave, and the city, which had seen many of its middle-class citizens
move to suburban areas that were developed when the oil companies generated a
population increase, now faced a declining tax base. As the city searched for its identity.
the community also tried to determine where professional baseball would fit into this
equation.
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During the 40 year period from the 1950s to the 1990s, New Orleanians saw their
double-A franchise fold, their repeated attempts to land a Major League team fail, and
their one season with a triple-A team in the downtown Louisiana Superdome end quickly.
Finally, as metropolitan New Orleans began to stabilize as a middle-sized market (with a
th

population between one-to-two million, ranked between 30^ and 50

in the United

States) with a focus on special events and tourism, the city also found its professional
baseball niche: a triple-A team located in the suburbs.

Search for a stadium
When the last out was recorded in the Pelicans’ final game at Pelican Stadium in
1957, no one knew whether or not the Pels would be back in 1958. All they knew was
that the stadium would not. Times-Picaynine sportswriter Buddy Diliberto wrote a column
after that fateful game noting that fans in the stands that day were circulating a petition to
get the city to allow the Pelicans to play the next year in City Park Stadium, a complex
located within City Park and used mainly for high school football games. According to
Diliberto, the petitions were also being circulated the around the city. City Park Stadium
was the only really feasible place for the Pelicans to play. Securing a lease there.
however, wasn’t easy.
Essentially, the debate centered on whether the Pelicans’ use of the stadium
would interfere with its primary usage as a high-school football venue. Many were
nervous about allowing a professional enterprise to inhabit a stadium chiefly used by
amateurs. Originally, the City Park Board of Commissioners rejected the Pelicans’
request for a lease. New Orleans Mayor deLesseps “Chep” Morrison, an ardent baseball
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supporter, appealed for another hearing since four board members were absent during the
original meeting. In Morrison’s mayoral files that are available at the New Orleans Public
Library are letters to all of the board members asking for their support. The board
eventually reversed its decision.
This didn’t end the drama, however. Late in 1957, the Park Place Association
filed a lawsuit in Orleans Parish Civil District Court alleging that the New Orleans City
Park Improvement Association and the New Orleans Pelicans, Inc., were alienating park
property. The defendant’s brief of Park Place Association-v-New Orleans City Park
Improvement Association, available in Morrison’s files, provides many essential facts of
the case. The brief stated that the question was whether school children should have
exclusive use of the stadium. It argued that several events, such as professional football
exhibitions, symphony orchestra concerts and Roman Catholic gatherings, had previously
used the stadium. It then cited a letter by Pelican General Manager Vincent Rizzo
assuring that if the Pelicans were given a lease, there would be “no interference
whatsoever with prep school activities in the stadium.” Rizzo contended that there would
be no spring training in the stadium, that opening day of the New Orleans Pelicans would
be determined by the availability of the stadium, that the Pelicans would need only three
days to prepare the stadium for opening day, that the Pelicans would only need the
stadium on playing dates—and beginning only two-and-a-half hours before the game—
and that high school football games would still be scheduled as if the Pelicans were not
playing in the stadium. Rizzo stated that “if high school games and Pelican games were
scheduled on same nights, the high schools will be given preference and the Pelicans will
play all such games in the day time.” The brief also noted that the Pelicans would pay
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$10,000 to the stadium and improve inadequate lighting so that “the high schools will
have the best lighted football field in the country.” Basically, the terms laid out in the
brief made it clear that the Pelicans would take a secondary position as tenants of the
stadium. Professional baseball was no longer king in New Orleans; it now ranked behind
high school football. It was a sign of changing times.
Judge Rainolds decided in favor of the Pelicans using City Park Stadium, but the
lease wasn’t finalized or tlie Pelicans assured of their home until March of 1958, about a
month before their scheduled home opener on April 14.

The Pelicans’ final roost
The amount of effort the Pelicans invested into securing a lease at City Park
Stadium reflected their desperation for a home stadium, not any desirability of City Park
Stadium

as a baseball park. The stadium, constructed by the Works Progress

Administration, was not made with baseball in mind. The baseball dimensions were
unseemly because home plate was placed in one end zone, making for short lines and a
long center field. Outfield fence distances were 259 feet to left and right field (with a 40foot fence on each side), 380 feet to the power alleys and 420 feet to centerfield. “It
wasn’t a real baseball field because it was a football configuration,” said Mel Parnell,
who managed the 1959 Pelicans. “When they were laying out your pla)dng field, the lines
were very short. They put up a high screen, but all pop flies went out of the ball park. It
wasn’t very hard to hit a homerun there.
Even worse, there was a cinder track that ran around the football field and ran
right through left and right fields. Billy Reynolds, who played right field for the 1959
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team, got to know the track well, It was real bad. They had a track and they had a sand
trap with padding over it. They put plywood over that. If you ran for a fly ball, you ran
right over that plywood. Once you get something like that, you know you’re not going to
be around long.” Reynolds said that balls would often bounce off the small rocks on the
track. Meanwhile, because the team promised not to use the stadium for practices, they
had to go down the street to a community college stadium, Kirsch Rooney Stadium, to
practice.
City Park Stadium wasn’t well equipped for fans either. “It wasn t a fan-fiiendly
place,” said former Pelican catcher Mel Brookey, who remained in New Orleans after
retiring from the game in the early 1950s. “You didn’t have seats. You sat on the
bleachers, and there were no backs on the seats. They didn’t draw. I went out there one
night, and they had 66 people.” The stadium was also not as accessible as Pelican
Stadium. Arthur Schott, Louisiana’s official baseball historian, said fans pretty much
needed a car to get to the stadium. Schott said those taking the street car to the games
would have to walk five, six or seven blocks to the ballpark. Although parking was more
available at City Park Stadium than it was at Pelican Stadium, this wasn’t much help
since it came at time when many New Orleanians did not own cars.
After New Orleans finished in last place with a 57-94 record in 1958, there was
some doubt about whether the Pelicans would be back in 1959. Mayor Morrison helped
them stay financially secure with a vigorous campaign of selling ads for the team
program. Morrison then went after the man he wanted to manage his city’s team. New
Orleans native Parnell, a ten-year Major League veteran with the Boston Red Sox.
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Parnell initially refused, but Morrison persisted. “He kept after me,” Parnell said. “To
keep him off my back, I agreed.”
Morrison continued his insistence on opening day, after bad weather caused
Parnell to suggest postponing the home opener. “It rained all day and the field was a
mess,” Parnell said. “1 tried to get him to cancel the game, but he said, ‘We’re going to
play.’ He had helicopters out there, and they put diy dirt in the infield. It was a mess. He
was insisting we were going to play. He was a good one, but he was a guy who didn’t
take no for an answer.” According to the video Big Easy Baseball: The Saga ofthe Pel’s
and the Z’s, Parnell said that grounds crew workers even burned some soggy parts of the
field and scrapped others with a bulldozer, leading to a “two-inch drop from the grass
area to the dirt area.
In part because of the short fences and hazardous track of City Park Stadium, the
Pelicans no longer had a working agreement with a Major League team. Before 1957, the
Pelicans had several different working agreements with different Major League clubs.
While the team would sign some of its own players, they would also be assigned players
as the “fami club” of a Major League team. After, 1957, however, the Pelicans were no
longer assigned any players. Parnell had to go out before the season and sign all of his
own ball players. The catch is that many of them were older players, including a few that
Parnell lured out ofretirement. It worked at first, and the Pelicans led the league early on.
However, the team was suddenly hit hard by injuries and finished the season in sixth
place with a 68-81 record.
Facing a rising debt and desperate to attract fans, the team tried a variety of wacky
promotions. Ironically, they even paid homage to one of the very forces that killed them.
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holding a Television Night at which television sets were awarded to fans and local TV
crews would play a three-inning exhibition game. The Pelicans also held a Shiners Night,
a Retail Grocers Night (in which 100 baskets of groceries were given away and the public
was invited as the guests of Holsum Bread), a Winn-Dixie Hill Night(at which a new car
would be given away and the public was invited as the guests of Winn-Dixie Hill grocery
stores), a Major League Oldtimers Night (featuring an exhibition game of former stars)
and a Pelicans’ Wives Night. Late in the season, there was a game honoring broadcaster
Ted Andrews in which all red heads were admitted for free. The Pelicans were willing to
give away free tickets hoping to make money from concessions. It worked somewhat to
boost attendance figures, as the Pelicans drew 71,577 fans—an increase from the 50,369
fans they drew in 1958 and their highest attendance since 1956. Once again, when the
Pelicans’ final games were played—winning the first game of a doubleheader 6-3 against
the Mobile Bears before dropping the second one 7-5 at City Park Stadium on Sept. 7,
1959—no one knew if they would return in 1960. They did not. The team, which had
been purchased by stockholders ($100 for a 20-year $100 debenture bond and one share
of stock), was unable to pay its debts, which it turned over the league office. The New
Orleans franchise was moved to Little Rock, and New Orleans was without professional
baseball for the first time in 74 years.
A look at the 1959 Times-Picaymne suggests the city’s dying interest in the
Pelicans and increased interest in Major League Baseball. While a large headline still
spanned the top of the first sports page, it was no longer a given that that headline would
be dedicated to the Pelicans. In fact, the headline was now often about a game from the
major leagues. The headline about the Pelican game would generally be under this
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headline and was no longer as conspicuous. The Major League stories and scores were
now placed on the more noticeable left-side of the page, with the Pelican stoiy generally
residing on the right side. The newspaper no longer sent a reporter on the road with the
team, but used a short wire story instead. Pictures on the sports page were more often of
Major League players than of Pelican players. The “Baseball Barometer” with Southern
Association scores and standings was placed at the bottom of the page or moved to an
inner page. Sometimes, the paper showed a picture of a “Mystery Pelican” and
challenged fans to identify the player. Perhaps this was because the fans no longer really
knew the players.
Not long after the Pelicans flew away, the Southern Association collapsed. In fact,
the same Sept. 8, 1959 issue of the Times-Picayune that covered what would be the
Pelicans’ last game had an article questioning whether the Southern League would return
for the 1960 season. In its final season of 1961, the league drew 647,831 fans, less than
30 percent of the record attendance it had drawn 14 years earlier. “The focus was on
other things,” Gisclair said. “You had the Korean War and the Cold War. People worried
about nuclear bombs. You had all ofthose worries. People weren’t worried about sports.”
Or as Southern Bases, the video chronicling the Southern Association, put it: “Minor
league baseball had ceased to be considered a civic enterprise which people were duty
bound to support as they would have supported a community chest, a symphony or grand
opera. Perhaps it happened when the Major Leagues reached out and laid a firm hold on
the fate of minor league club manpower. The team became an entertainment venture that
had to stand on its own merits and then compete for the entertainment dollar.”
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Unfortunately for the Southern Association, those merits were not as strong as the merits
of Major League games viewed in the comfort of air conditioned homes.

The baseball mayor
The election of DeLesseps “Chep” Morrison as mayor of New Orleans came at
the end of a period of what has been called the “rape” of New Orleans. During the 1920s
and ’30s, there was friction between populist—and immensely powerful—Louisiana
governor Huey Long and the city of New Orleans. The most powerful group opposing
Long was the Choctaw Club of New Orleans (Inger 11). In 1935, “Longite” Governor
Oscar K. Allen sent the National Guard into New Orleans, seized the offices of the city’s
registrar of voters and got the state candidates of the Long faction safely elected (Inger
11). Because the Louisiana state constitution left cities “vulnerable to interference by the
governor and the legislature,” the newly-elected legislature was able to “enact laws
designed to impair the fiscal solvency of New Orleans and bring the city to heel (Inger
11). “In 1935, the state took over supervisory control of the city’s finances, and the city
was pushed to the brink of bankruptcy” (Inger 11). In the winter of 1935-36, “Longite'
Governor-elect Richard Leche said that he would like to allow New Orleans to be able to
govern itself; but implied that Choctaw-supported mayor T. Semmes Walmsley would
have to step down first. Walmsley did so for the restoration of the city, and the Longites
‘recommended” Robert Maestri to succeed Walmsley as mayor (Inger 12). Maestri
served for ten years, enacting a constitutional amendment eliminating the 1938 mayoral
election and wirming the 1942 election. By 1946, “Ten years of corruption had angered
many upper-middle-class people,” and they looked for another candidate (Inger 13). Less
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than six weeks before the election, Morrison, a colonel who had just returned from the
Army, emerged. A descendant of a 150-year-old Creole family and then 34 years old,
Morrison received vigorous campaign support and won in an upset.
Morrison, who became known as a progressive mayor, pledged to give New
Orleans “an honest reputation” (Inger 13). One of his major goals was to have the city
surpass Miami as the “Gateway to Latin America.” A 1959 article in The Miami Herald
newspaper acknowledges the threat, noting that in the previous decade-and-a-half, New
Orleans had funded a $120 million 12-year port improvement program, a $57 million
railroad depot, a $20 million civic center, a 24-mile long causeway bridge across Lake
Pontchartrain, a 13,000 unit public housing project, a $12 million trade mart, a $12
million passenger terminal at the airport, a downtown bridge across the Mississippi River
and miles of freshly lit and beautified city streets. The article notes that Morrison had
“guided the ancient community to new heights in civic endeavors.” Morrison served four
terms as mayor (1946-61). He also ran for Louisiana governor three times. He won the
first primary election twice(1959 and 1963), but never won the runoff.
Morrison was a tremendous supporter of professional baseball in New Orleans. In
addition to being a baseball fan, he believed that the city needed a baseball team in order
to become the premier city in the South. He felt that having a team would give the city
prestige and create business opportunities. Morrison’s files at the New Orleans Public
Library are filled with letters he wrote about baseball. After the Pelican owners sold
Pelican Stadium in 1957, Morrison helped organize the selling of stock in New Orleans
Pelicans, Inc. Morrison was largely responsible for helping the Pelicans secure a lease at
City Park Stadium, often appearing before the City Park Board of Commissioners and
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vigorously writing letters to the commissioners and to attorneys. As the Pelicans
struggled financially, Morrison worked harder, virtually becoming a member of the
Pelicans’ staff. He agreed to sell season tickets and ads to the scorecard program book
from his office, and he wrote many letters to those purposes. He convinced Parnell to
manage the team. He wrote to big business men for financial contributions. He wrote to
the newspaper editors asking for positive press. For instance, after a successful meeting
during the battle to secure a lease at City Park Stadium, Morrison wrote to the editors of
both The Times-Picayune and The States newspaper saying that he thought that meeting
should be covered as much as all the unfavorable meetings were.
Some people wrote Morrison and told him that he was “over emphasizing the
importance of professional baseball to a city.” Morrison maintained his resolve in another
letter, writing in 1957 that professional baseball in New Orleans “has brought happiness,
entertainment and business to our community. While some aggressive cities are moving
into higher leagues, we are talking about quitting. In my opinion, this is a civic sin, and
we certainly should do all possible to keep baseball alive.”
Many people also wrote Morrison to praise his efforts. Atlanta Crackers owner
Earl Mann thanked him for his work in fighting for ftie New Orleans franchise. In 1959,
George M. Truatman, president of the National Association of Professional Baseball
Leagues (the minor league governing body), wrote to Morrison, “I know of no one in
public life who has contributed more to minor league baseball than have you.
It could have been a ripe time for professional baseball in New Orleans. The city
was progressing. The popular, influential, and long-time mayor of the city was working
extra hard in promoting professional baseball. And yet, professional baseball was on its
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way out, about to enter into an 18-year disappearance. “There were more building
permits issued in the early-to-mid ’50s than any other time since,” Gisclair said. “When
the city was going tlirough economic resurgence, baseball was drying up.” New
Orleanians turned their attention to football. Louisiana State University was voted college
football national champion in 1958 (drawing about 60,000 fans per game). National
Football League exhibition games frequented the city in the 1960s, and the NFL Saints
arrived in 1967.

Efforts to get a new team
Morrison didn’t give up when the Pelicans flew to Little Rock. While most looked
down on City Park Stadium, Morrison saw it through the eyes of an optimist, writing to
Atlanta Crackers’ owner Earl Mann on Dec. 6, 1957 that: “We should be playing in a
much improved stadium over Pelican Stadium. In fact. City Park Stadium has the
capacity of a big league stadium, along with much more desirable parking facilities.” So
Morrison turned his attention to the major leagues.
At that time, however, both the National and American Leagues had just eight
franchises. There didn’t seem to be a prospect of either league expanding. Thus, after the
Brooklyn Dodgers and New York Giants left the Big Apple, William Shea of New York
proposed the idea of forming a third major league comprised of the growing number of
cities with major-league interests. This new Continental League named long-time
baseball general manager Branch Rickey its president. The league planned to be
organized in 1960 and start play in 1961 without plans to play teams from either the
National or American Leagues for the first three years. The Continental League quickly
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awarded franchises to New York, Houston, Toronto, Minneapolis-St. Paul and Denver. It
sought to add three more cities. Morrison desperately tried to get New Orleans into the
league. The city filled out an application, and the league later announced at a press
conference that New Orleans was a candidate. At the same time, Morrison also proposed
a fourth major league, the Pan-American League that would contain New Orleans;
Mexico City, Mexico; Havana, Cuba; and Miami in the Southern Division and New
York, Washington D.C., Toronto and Montreal in the Northern Division. That league
never got any steam, nor did New Orleans get invited to the Continental League. In the
end, the Continental League never even took off, although its creation did force Major
League baseball to expand.
In 1960, Morrison wrote letters to the representatives of the two newly named
expansion franchises—the Houston Colt .45s and the New York Mets—asking for them
to sign minor-league working agreements with New Orleans. Both wrote back and said
that they were not yet ready to establish a double-A team since they were starting from
scratch and that they would consider New Orleans later. Interestingly, Charles Hurth,
who worked in the Mets front office, was the former president of the Southern
Association. Also noteworthy, Gabe Paul from the Houston front office wrote to
Morrison that “nothing would please us more than to be able to participate in the return to
organized baseball of a neighboring city like New Orleans.” That said, it would be 37
years before Houston would eventually have a working agreement with its neighboring
city.
Morrison also wrote to Walter Shannon, supervisor of player personnel with the
St. Louis Cardinals, noting that he heard that the Cardinals would be looking for a new
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interest on Seliiro’s part—his file contains no letters from him about the league—and the
league never got off the ground

Still Segregated
While New Orleans progressed, the city remained segregated. In fact, a July 25,
1959 article in Business Week noted that “segregation against the Negro players” would
be an obstacle in New Orleans’ bid to gain a Continental League franchise.
On Sept. 14, 1959, N.J. King and Allen Page, “promoters of the local appearance
of Negro Major League Baseball stars” wrote a letter (available in Morrison’s mayoral
flics) requesting then-acting-mayor Schiro, who filled in during Morrison’s campaign for
governor, to

do everything possible to help them secure City Park Stadium for a

Monday night, mid-October exhibition game.” The organizers promised to replace the
football goal posts immediately and not use a pitcher’s mound so as to not disturb the
football field. The group said that Pontchartrain Park, run by the New Orleans Recreation
Department, was too small. The promoters said that they had lost $2,000 playing the
game at Pontchartrain Park the previous season. Schiro wrote a memo on Sept. L5 noting,
“We would like to see these Major League stars perform in our city” but that he had
“been advised that an already heavy schedule at City Park Stadium prevents your
booking.” Schiro suggested the organizers try to book Pontchartrain Park. While some
other event could have been scheduled at City Park Stadium, it is unlikely that a high
school football game (the primary use ofthe stadium) was scheduled on a Monday night.
According to Wayne Mack’s book Saga of the Saints, the American Football
League scheduled its 1965 All-Star game for New Orleans. However, 21 black players
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claimed they had been barred from some French Quarter bars and were refused cab
service from the aiiport, causing the league to move the game.
Morton Inger’s book Politics and Reality in an American Cityr. The New Orleans
School Crisis of I960 is about the backgi*ound of the Nov. 14, 1960 desegregation of two
all-white New Orleans schools, an event that caused “thousands of whites (to rampage)
through the downtown business district hurtling bricks” and prompted many white
children to boycott the two schools (Inger 5). While Monison lost his two runoffs for
governor because his opponents were able to rally the segregationist vote, Inger faults
Morrison for his passivity and neutrality during the school crisis.

Greater prosperity
During the 1970s, New Orleans was finally integrated and began to experience
tremendous growth. The catalyst of that growth was American petroleum. The oil
embargo of the mid 1970s spiked profits for American oil. And New Orleans, located
near the oil-rich Gulf of Mexico, was a beneficiary of the prosperity. Texaco, Amoco,
Shell, Mobil and Exxon all moved major operations to New Orleans. From 1975 until
1978, Fortune magazine ranked Exxon the most profitable company in America. During
that period, Texaco ranked fourth, Mobil ranked fifth, Chevron Texaco ranked sixth. Gulf
Oil was seventh, Amoco was twelfth, Shell Oil was thirteenth and Conoco was sixteenth.
It was a wealthy time for oil companies.
That wealth transferred to prosperity in New Orleans. There was a suiplus of
high-paying jobs, meaning locals had more money. The new jobs also brought many
middle-to-upper class citizens of other cities into New Orleans. Several department stores
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catering to the

gr(.)\ving upper-middle class—Goudehaux, Kreegers and Gus Mayer—all

opened their doors. Skyserapers rose downtown.
Jefferson Parish, whose land adjoins and forms the suburbs for Orleans Parish,
began to grow. With the city becoming crowded, families who could afford to began to
buy land in Jetlerson Parish, where they could build a new house with a large yard.
Lakeside Shopping Center, opened in 1960 in Jefferson Parish near the foot of the
Causeway Bridge spanning Lake Pontchartrain, began to boom. In the 1940 census,
Orleans Parish had a population or 494,537, and Jefferson Parrish, which was mostly
farm country, had just 50,427 people. By 1960, both parishes had grown: Orleans Parish
had 627,525 people and Jefferson Parish had 208,769. During the 1970s and 80s,
however Jefferson grew and Orleans shrank. By 1970, Jefferson had grown to 337,568
people and by 1980, after the oil boom, the parish population had increased to 454,592
people. Meanwhile, Orleans had 593,471 residents in 1970 and 557,515 residents in
1980. Since 1980, Jefferson has stabilized while Orleans continues to shrink. By 2003,
the two parishes were almost equal: Jefferson had 452,459 residents and Orleans had
469,032 residents.

All talk, no cattle
The 1970s were also

prosperous time for professional sports in New Orleans.

The National Football League expanded into New Orleans with the Saints, who began
play in

1967. New

Orleans also played host to the National Football League

championship game with Super Bowl IV in 1970, Super Bowl VI in 1972 and Super
Bowl IX in 1975. Though they stmggled on the field, the Saints remained popular, and in
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August ot 1975, they moved into a brand-new state-of-the-art domed stadium, the
Louisiana Superdome. According to Saga ofthe Saints, the Superdome, then-the world’s
largest domed stadium, cost $163 million to complete. It moved New Orleans into a new
level as

professional sports city. It became a regular Super Bowl host, hosting Super

Bowl XI1 in 1978, Super Bowl XV in 1981, Super Bowl XX in 1986, Super Bowl XIV in
1990, Super Bowl XXXI in 1997 and Super Bowl XXXVI in 2002. The dome lured a
National Basketball Association expansion franchise, the New Orleans Jazz, who moved
to New Orleans in 1974 and stayed until 1979. The Jazz were the second professional
basketball team in the Big Easy, after the New Orleans Buccaneers played in the
American Basketball Association from 1967 until 1970. The Superdome also lured
NCAA men’s basketball Final Four tournaments in 1982, 1987, 1993 and 2003.
During the mid-70s, the Superdome housed two professional sports franchises.
The only prize missing was Major League Baseball. In a 1969 article in The TimesPicayiine, David Dixon, who proposed the idea of the Superdome and earned the
nickname ‘'Father of the Louisiema Superdome,” said he expected the Dome to lure Major
League Baseball. “No city has ever been denied after building a new stadium, much less
a dome stadium.

Dixon wrote. In that same article, Dixon noted several alternative

methods for New Orleans to obtain a Major League fi'anchise. One idea was to form a
partnership with a Northern team, such as Minnesota, Cleveland, Montreal, Detroit,
Boston, Chicago or Pittsburgh. Under Dixon’s plan, that team would play an exhibition
schedule of 15 or 20 games in the Superdome. The team would then play its first 20 or 30
regular season games in New Orleans during April and May when it was still cold up
North. Dixon believed the plan would be popular because the team could likely draw
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more tans to its exhibition games and more early-season fans in New Orleans than it
would in the eold at home. It would then get more fans to buy tickets to its summer home
games since they would have fewer games to choose from. Dixon also said the proposal
would bring in increased television revenue, from the TV rights of the new market and
from increased early-season viewers in the team’s regular home. Dixon also noted that a
team such as the Atlanta Braves or Houston Astros may become a regional franchise,
splitting some games in New Orleans. Dixon said that 81 dates is a lot for one city to
support and that regionalization would increase television revenue. Neither plan came to
fruition.
New Orleans also tried traditional methods of cracking the Major Leagues. The
Baltimore Orioles and Oakland Athletics both seriously considered moving to New
Orleans in the 1970s. In 1977, Athletics owner Charley Finley, who often threatened to
move the A’s from Oakland, was particularly interested in moving the team to New
Orleans. Finley, however, was never able to get a local ownership group to put up enough
money, prompting him to say that New Orleans was “all talk, no cattle.” According to an
article about Finley on ESPN.com, Finley appeared to have done-deals to move the team
to both Denver and New Orleans that season. The article notes that Oakland officials
wouldn’t let the club out of its stadium commitment.
The American League nearly expanded to New Orleans in 1977. After the Seattle
Pilots moved to Milwaukee in 1970 after just one season in Seattle, the American League
faced a law suit and had to replace the franchise in Seattle. To keep an even number of
teams, it had to find another city to expand to, and New Orleans was high on its list.
Reportedly, the league was ready to hand the franchise to New Orleans, but, like Finley,
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the league exeeuti\ es were unable to find any local money-men to buy the franchise.
Instead, the team was awarded to Toronto, Canada.
A column by Bob Roesler in The Times-Picaynme cites rumors that the National
League was considering moving to New Orleans and Washington D.C. The article says
that the Superdome had been putting inquiries for summer conventions “on hold” in case
baseball decided to move to New' Orleans. Roesler warned that baseball had better hurry,
however, or those lucrative summer conventions would soon book the Superdome. That
speculation ot a team moving in also never materialized.
The desire to put a third major league sports franchise in New Orleans also
became a political motivation. New Orleans Mayor Moon Landrieu, who governed
during the city’s economic prosperity, made clear his desire to bring a Major League
team to New Orleans. Having a third major league franchise would have meant a huge
status boost for New Orleans, and Landrieu wanted to be responsible for getting a team to
come.

The Pels come back
In 1977, the Pelicans flew back to town, briefly. A. Ray Smith moved his
American Association triple-A Cardinals affiliate from Tulsa, Okla., to the Louisiana
Superdome and renamed the team the Pelicans. Promotions began early, including
commemorative tokens thrown out as doubloons during Mardi Gras parades. Fans had to
wait a while for the team’s appearance, however. The teams’ April 14 season opener in
Oklahoma City was postponed a day by rain. The next night, the Pelicans lost to the
Oklahoma City 89ers 4-3 in the first game involving a New Orleans professional baseball
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team in 18 years. But beeause dates were already booked at the Superdome, the Pelicans
played their first 1 1 games on the road. They didn’t come home until April 30, losing
their home opener to Omaha 13-8 in front of 18,197 fans—probably the largest crowd to
see a minor league baseball game in New Orleans. Pete Barrouquere, who covered the
1977 Pelicans for The Times-Picamne, said the team’s homecoming reception was
impressive. “They were gone for a long time,” Barrouquere said. “I wrote a story about it,
and asked( a player about the homecoming). He said,‘The thing I remember about it was
we had a bad road trip, we got off to a horrible stall and we came back home and there
were 18,000 people waiting for us at the Dome. They had a parade with floats and
everything.’(The players) thought they were in the big leagues.”
Long road trips became the nonn for the Pelicans, who had to play around a
booked Superdome. The worst trip came in the middle of the summer, when the Pelicans
had to play outside of New Orleans for 30 consecutive days. Included on that streak were
a few “home” games in Springfield, 111. Then, when the Pelicans finally did return, they
found that their Superdome clubhouse had been broken into and $834 worth of
equipment was stolen. Later in August, the team had a schedule conflict with a pair of
Saints exhibition games
The team was chock full of future managers, including future major league
skippers Tony LaRussa (who hit the team’s first home run in New Orleans) and Jim
Riggleman and future New Orleans Zephyrs’ manager John Tamargo. The team may
have had the smarts, but they didn’t have much playing talent, finishing in last place with
a 57-79 record. Still, the team did finish second in the league in attendance, drawing
217,957 fans during the season. While the attendance wasn’t bad, the Superdome was too
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big tcir minor league baseball. ‘‘All I remember is that it was big,” said Ken Trahan, who
did some radio broadeasting for the 1977 team and later became the radio voice of the
New Orleans Zephyrs. “When you had 3 or 4,000 people there, it was like there was
nobody there. It had a Major League feel with a minor league crowd.” Mel Parnell was
the Pelicans’ chief broadcaster. He said that had the Pelicans stayed in New Orleans for
longer, they likely would have stayed at the Superdome. He said that fan interest in the
city was lair. “We didn’t have baseball for such a long period, it was a case of trying to
win a lot of fans back,” Parnell said. “It wasn’t an easy thing to do. In due time, I think
they would have gotten a lot of fans.” Team owner A. Ray Smith’s original plan was to
build that interest and eventually draw one million fans. Although he was unable to do it
in New Orleans, Smith’s team did become the first minor league team to reach this feat in
Louisville in 1983.
Parnell said that the atmosphere for the 1977 team was similar to that of the old
Pelicans in that the team sold itself on baseball and used few on-field promotions. One
factor that may have hurt attendance was the Superdome’s downtown location, which
caused fans, many of whom had left the city during the urban flight of the 1970s, to have
to wait in traffic and pay for parking.
The team’s stay in New Orleans was short-lived. By the time the Pelicans lost
their season finale to Oklahoma City 11-3 in front of 1,843 fans on Sept. 1, it was clear
they would not return for 1978. Instead owner Smith was moving the team to Springfield,
111. For one thing, the city’s focus was on Major League Baseball, and Landrieu made it
clear that he wanted Major League or nothing. Also, the Superdome, which was in heavy
demand for conventions, was not cost efficient for a minor-league team, and Smith was
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frustrated about the number of games he had to reschedule in a building that was
protected from rain. The Pelican’s stay in 1977 came during the busiest time in New
Orleans’s attempt to lure a Major League franchise. In March of 1976, the city failed to
land an expansion team, and in ’77, it had flirted with Finley. The biggest reason both
deals flopped was a lack of big money-men. Smith, who many say was run off by
Landricu, had big bucks. “I’m convinced (Smith) would have put a big league team
here, Ban-ouquere said. “He could have bought several major league teams. He had the
money, and they ran him off” A column that ran in the Times-Picaynine the day after the
Pelicans’ final game noted Finley’s serious negotiations with New Orleans and said that
Finley was asking for SI2 million (Peneguy). The article noted that Smith was then lined
up as a potential owner. Parnell said that Smith wanted to bring a big league team to the
city badly, but that Landrieu didn’t give him the treatment he deserved and didn’t try to
work with him to keep him. At this time, New Orleans really didn’t have its eyes on the
minor leagues. The city’s aspirations were high, and it was looking to land a Major
League franchise. So Smith took his team and moved elsewhere.
The Times-Picayime's lack of coverage of the ’77 team seems to indicate that the
city wasn’t as interested in these Pelicans as it was in their former namesake. While the
old Pelicans always graced the front sports page, these Pelicans were sometime buried
inside the paper. Although the ’77 Pelicans did sometimes land on the front sports page
after home games, they usually weren’t the main story. The team got its biggest play in
the paper just before its first home appearance. The Sunday before the 1977 home opener,
the Times-Picayune sports section ran a large feature story recalling the nostalgia of the
old Pelicans and added an inside spread introducing the new team. The home opener was
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also the main stor>- on the front sports page. After that, however, there was less coverage.
Road games were not eovered like they were for the old Pelicans. Barrouquere traveled
with the team during its first road series, but after that, the paper ran a brief wire story
with a box score when the team was away. This brevity of coverage when the team was
away likely didn’t help attendance as many fans easily forgot about the Pelicans during
their extended road trips. Sometimes home coverage wasn’t extensive, either. The team’s
penultimate home game merited just a brief story buried on the last page of the sports
section. Also, while the old Southern Association saw all of its games covered in brief
stories in The Times-Picayune, the American Association didn’t get much coverage.
Stories and box scores from the league were not included in the paper, although Major
League stories and box scores were. Also, the American Association standings were
usually on the last page of the sports section, below the Major Leagues standings and box
scores.
When the Pelicans left. New Orleans became the largest city in America without a
professional baseball team.

Tumbling down
New Orleans’ Major League hopes were dealt a bigger blow a few years later
when the city’s prosperity came tumbling down with the oil bust of mid-1980s. By early
1984, ‘‘oil prices were dropping because of oversupply”(Bridges 34). Then came the big
oil bust in 1986 that “floored New Orleans” (Bridges 70). Texaco, Amoco, Shell and
Mobil all downsized their New Orleans operations. Purchasing power fell and many local
companies had to lay off employees. New Orleanians began to look for jobs out of town.
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and many college graduates began to leave the city. The department stores which had
opened to cater to the middle-upper class closed their doors. “A poor city became even
poorer ’(Bridges 70). According to Bridges, the percentage of New Orleanians living in
poverty rose from 26.4 percent to 31.6 percent, making it the third poorest city in the
nation.

No one had done a major development in more than a decade,” prompting

University of New Orleans history professor Arnold Hirsch to call the city “‘an economic
basket ease’” (Bridges 70). Making matters worse for a city facing economic woes was
the fact that its tax base had shrunk substantially—the wealthy and the college graduates
were leaving for jobs elsewhere and much of the middle class had already left for the
suburbs ot Jetferson Parish. The bust hit shortly after Sidney Barthelemy was elected
mayor of New Orleans, forcing Barthelemy to “lay off hundreds of city workers and
eliminate popular government programs”(Bridges 86).
New Orleans was losing its glimmer as a professional sports city as well. Not long
after the Jazz’s season finale on April 6, 1979, the team stunned the city by announcing it
was moving to Salt Lake City, Utah. Team owner Sam Battistone lived in Salt Lake City
and got a deal from the city he couldn’t refuse. Also, frustrated by its failed attempts
during the 1970s, New Orleans was much quieter as a potential host for Major League
Baseball. The New Orleans Saints reigned as the city’s lone major league franchise.
Although local politicians began to have more pressing concerns than luring
Major League Baseball, there were still some attempts at luring a Major League
franchise. The biggest attempt came when Governor Buddy Roemer took office in 1988.
One of Roemer’s campaign promises was a pledge to bring a baseball team to New
Orleans. However, as an article in local Gambit newspaper notes, the New Orleans media
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market was too small, its economy was bad, and there was no local money-person
interested. Roemer, however, hoped that if the prospective owners were black (Major
League Baseball did not have any black owners and was eager to change that fact), the
league would waive its requirement for local ownership. James Hutchinson, executive
vice president/ general manager of WYLD FM radio station in New Orleans and a
member ot the group that owned the single-A Savannah Cardinals wrote to Roemer and
Barthelemy that his group was interested and that he felt they could “raise the necessary
monies to have the first Black-owned major league team in America in New Orleans.”
However, that is the only letter on the subject in Barthelemy's file at the New Orleans
Public Library, and the plan never came to fruition.
A Times-Picayune column by Peter Finney in late 1987 said that if New Orleans
did get a Major League team, it would need to draw more fans than most Major League
franchises because of its location in a less lucrative television market. Finney noted that
the team would likely benefit from the summer tourism business. One letter in
Barthelemy’s file suggested that the city lure a baseball team and combine baseball with
New Orleans tourist activities such as the French Quarter, riverfront, steamboat rides,
Audubon Zoo, citywide tours, and the Aquarium of the Americas. Also in Barthelemy’s
file is a 1987 letter from Superdome General Manager Robert Johnson to United States
Senator John Breaux saying that “with a coordinated and singular effort, the chances for
New Orleans and Louisiana to become a home for Major League Baseball are enhanced.”
Also, United States Senator J. Bennett Johnston, Johnson and Barthelemy all wrote letters
to San Francisco Giants owner Bob Lurie inviting Lurie to consider moving the team to
New Orleans after a proposition to build a new stadium in San Francisco failed. Lurie
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wrote back to Bailhclcmy that the team was committed to exploring all possibilities that
would keep the team in the San Francisco Bay Area, but that if he did decide to move, he
would consider New Orleans.

Stability’ at last
As New Orleans continued to fail in its attempts to secure a Major League
Baseball franchise and as the city became a less likely host because of its economic
decline, the amount of time that had elapsed since New Orleans had hosted a professional
baseball team for consecutive years continued to grow. It became clear that if New
Orleans was to get back into pro baseball, the Major Leagues would not be the answer. In
Barthelcmy’s files on baseball at the New Orleans Public Library are several pieces about
the 1990 Binningham Barons, a double-A team in the Southern League, and about their
new stadium in suburban Hoover, Ala. These materials reflect a possible shift in the focus
of New Orleans from Major League Baseball back to the minors.
Then, in 1992, the dam broke all at once. Not one, but two minor league teams
tried to move into the Big Easy. In late 1991, New Orleans Saints owner Tom Benson
began exploring the possibility of moving a minor league baseball team to New Orleans,
and he purchased the name “New Orleans Pelicans.” On April 14, 1992, Benson signed a
letter of intent to purchase Charlotte, N.C.’s double-A Southern League team and move it
to New Orleans. Benson submitted an application to the National Association of Baseball
for the transfer and sent a $5,000 check to secui'e the transfer. On Nov. 2, National
Association President Mike Moore said the approval of the transfer agreement was
subject to the possibility of a club in a league with a higher classification making a
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similar request. Meanwhile, the Denver Zephyrs were being forced out of their city by
Major League expansion to Denver and team owner John Dikeou was seriously
considering New Orleans. On Nov. 19, Moore notified Benson that the Zephyrs had filed
a request to move to New Orleans. Suddenly, two teams were clamoring to move into a
city that had been without a professional baseball team for 15 seasons. On Dec. 6, Moore
approved the Zephyrs’ move, citing baseball rules that say a higher classification can
bump a lower classification. Benson filed an appeal with the National Association and
with Major League Baseball. Both were denied.
The New Orleans Zephyrs began play in April of 1993 and have since remained
in the metropolitan area. Aifer undergoing several changes following World War II, New
Orleans once again regained its place in professional baseball—this time as the home of a
triple-A franchise.

Conclusion
The 1950s through 1970s were a time of vast change in New Orleans and that
change can be reflected in the landscape of professional baseball. For one thing, it was a
time of economic boom. The end of World War II and the American oil boom brought
prosperity to New Orleans. As New Orleans grew, however, it became too big for minor
league baseball. Citizens hardly noticed as the Pelicans left town and then returned for
just one year. Instead their focus was on obtaining major league franchises in all of the
major sports. It was also the time of a cultural shift. For one thing. New Orleans’ new
wealth brought many of its citizens inside the private comfort of their air-conditioned
homes. Neighborhood bonds were weakened and Pelican games no longer earned the
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appeal of hanging out with the boys. Furthemiore, it was a time of racial tension that
drove Ians of' both raees from the ballpark and helped facilitate the collapse of the
Pelicans. Politically, it was a period in which politicians wanted to bring in major league
franchises to take credit for putting New Orleans on the map. But while New Orleans
economies may have made the city feel too important for minor league ball, the city
failed to produce a local big-money man who was able to purchase a Major League
Baseball franchise. It was a period of transition in New Orleans in which the city had to
redefine itself several times in the midst of changing political, economic and sociologic
forces. And as the city was unsure of its own identity, it was even more unsure of where
professional baseball fit into its plans.
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CHAPTER 4:
1993-2004: Total family entertainment
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It seems as it no one is even aware that there are nine men holding gloves and
wearing uni to mis standing out on the playing field.
Most ot the 9,000 people in the stadium are looking at the playing field right now,
but to the majority of them, the players are currently an afterthought, merely individuals
who may get in the way of their current object of entertainment. Instead, their attention is
on cither the young girl standing on second base—her leg stretched towards third base in
anticipation of her cue and the ensuing dash ■or it is on the challenger in large nutria
costume-

looking like an overgrown rat (brown furry skin, two large semi-circular ears,

a long tail, a black nose and two overgrown orange teeth hanging out of his mouth)—
standing on home plate but not as poised as the young girl—instead pumping his arms
and waving at the crowd. They all wait while the announcer introduces the base chase,
reading the name of some corporate sponsor who has shelled out big bucks to have his
name connected with this between-innings event.
And then they’re off. The girl starts off well, but quickly runs out of steam. Soon,
both she and the nutria are rounding third base. They seem destined for a photo finish
when the nutria suddenly slips and falls. They girl runs right in front of the catcher on
onto home plate. The nutria picks himself up and tries to console himself for losing to a
child yet again.
Meanwhile, as this shenanigan has played itself out in front of them, the Zephyrs
outfielders have been tossing a ball around in the outfield grass. The infielders have been
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standing back, kicking the dirt, passively watching the race and trying to stay out of the
way. The pitcher, who threw a few warm up pitches until the race began, has since been
walking around on the mound, trying to get loose as he prepares to throw another inning.
Finally, the race ends, and the catcher walks back toward the plate and squats into his
position. The pitcher tlicks his glove forward and hurls a fastball to the plate. The first
baseman walks toward his bag and rolls the ball to the third baseman, who fires it back to
him. Slowly, the players come back into focus for the throngs in the chair-back seats
around the stadium. A minute or so later, the batter steps.into the batter’s box and the first
baseman flips the ball into his dugout. The baseball game resumes.
I'his is Zephyrs’ baseball, and it is about more than baseball. In the time that has
passed since the Pelicans have left town, minor league baseball has become a big
business—more corporate sponsorship, more merchandising, bigger attendances and
greater profits. The attendances are not bigger because of an increased interest in
baseball. Instead, teams are reaching out for a larger fan base—they are going after the
non-baseball fans. Attending a minor league game is no longer a ritual primarily reserved
for fathers and sons. Instead, it is now an entire family event. Mom and dad take their
kids to the games. The kids don’t have to know about baseball; they don t have to
understand why the third baseman is creeping towards the batter in anticipation of a
sacrifice bunt. No, the kids are there to get a free beanie baby when they walk in the
game; to eat pig nachos, drink coke and snack on cotton candy; to watch the team’s
mascot, a giant nutria named Boudreaux dance on the dugouts; to skip around the
concourse and to run the bases after the game.
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Entertain me
Alter tlic oil bust ot the mid 1980s left New Orleans reeling, the city eventually
found some stability through a focus on entertainment. While it couldn’t lure
businesses—Hntergy is New Orleans’ lone Fortune 500 company—the city was able to
lure tourists. They come to sec the French Quarter, to party on Bourbon Street, to eat
New Orleans food, to shop at the Rivenvalk, to go to the Audubon Zoo or the Aquarium
of the Americas, to ride street cars, to snack on beignets, to attend jazz concerts or to just
soak up the local culture. They come to attend conventions, Mardi Gras, Jazz Fest, the
Essence Festival, the French Quarter Festival, the Southern Decadence Festival, the
Sugar Bowl, the Super Bowl, the Bayou Classic or the Final Four. They come to run in
the Crescent City Classic. They come to New Orleans and they spend their money. New
Orleans has attracted 8-to-8.5 million visitors every year since 2000, according to the
New Orleans Metropolitan Convention and Visitors Bureau. Those visitors spend
between $4 billion-to-$5 billion annually, the bureau estimates, adding that every New
Orleanian would have to spend an additional $8,908 to replace this business. Events such
as Mardi Gras, Sugar Bowls, Super Bowls and the Jazz and Heritage Festival each bring
in more than $200 million alone. Tourism ranks behind only petroleum as the state of
Louisiana’s second biggest industry. New Orleans is a city geared to entertainment. There
are concerts going on at the House of Blues or the Howling Wolf, plays at the Saenger or
the State Palace Theater, movies at Canal Place or at one of the Palace Theaters in the
suburbs. There are bars with drink specials. There is something to do about every night.
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More than baseball
I his is the atmosphere in which the Zephyrs must compete for fans. While minor
league baseball is known across America for gimmicks, promotions and special efforts to
do something extra to get the butts in the seats; promotions become particularly important
in a city like New Orleans where fans have plenty of opportunities to be entertained.
“Las V egas (home of the triple-A Las Vegas 51 ’s) has the same problem we have
because there is so much stuff going on,” said Zephyrs director of broadcasting Tim
Grubbs, who helps the team with promotion. “You look at Des Moines, Iowa (home of
the triple-A Iowa Cubs) and you wonder why they draw 200,000 more fans per year than
we do, it is because there is nothing else to do there. In Omaha (home of the triple-A
Omaha Royals), there is nothing else to do there. If you take at look at the gamut in New
Orleans, and you look at something similar in any other triple-A city, you’re not going to
see anything like that. Las Vegas would be the only other one, and if you look, we draw
better than them.”
In a city with so much going on, baseball becomes a social event. It’s no longer
about balls and strikes, hits and outs.
“Whether it’s kids or adults or families, my philosophy is you’re going to come
out here, and you’re going to have a good time, and you’re going to get the most bang for
your buck,” said Marc Allen, the Zephyrs director of community relations. “When you
come out here, it won’t hurt me in the least for someone to ask, ‘Who won the game?’
That doesn’t bother me at all. That makes me happy, as long as they say,‘We had a good
time.’ We’re in the business to entertain.”
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It’s all about bctwccn-inning promotions. There is the base chase, in which a child
races the team mascot Boudreaux around the bases. There is the river race, in which an
alligator, a crab and

crawfish race each other through New Orleans in an animation on

the large display scoreboard. Kids cheer-on the character represented on a card they were
randomly handed when they entered the stadium and receive a prize if their character
wins. There are dancing contests in which two fans dance on either dugout with
Boudreaux or his nutria wife Clotile and audience noise determines the winner. There are
trivia contests. There are on-field games, such as dizzy bat races, eating contests or tugot-wars. Then there is the food. Welcome to New Orleans; this isn’t your typical nachosand-hot-dog menu. Instead, it is pasta jambalaya, Philly cheese steak sandwiches, pig
nachos, green onion sausage sandwiches, alligator sausage sandwiches, Italian sausage
sandwiches, and onion mums. Fans go to the concession concourse and stay there for a
couple innings. The large concourse, which is located behind the stands and also houses
the team gift shop and a speed-pitch game, is a great place to socialize and congregate.
“When I go to LSU baseball games, you have the same people at every game,
said sports fan Tom Gilmore. “They’re all in their seats between innings. When you go to
the Zephyr games,(fans) scatter like ants between innings. They all go to the concourse
and the concession stands. It’s just entertaimnent. Just another event. Families may go to
one or two games a year.
Pete Barrouquere, who has covered the Zephyrs every season they have been in
New Orleans for The Times-Picayune newspaper, said sometimes on Thirsty Thursdays,
the stands will suddenly appear full in about the eighth inning when fans finally take their
seats. Allen said this is all pait of the experience.
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“New Orleans is a party city and it’s got to be a social thing,” Allen said. “If this
were a baseball town, like at Wrigley Field, they’d just be happy to be here and to watch
baseball. For us, we need to create that atmosphere. We need to have a playground
available to the kids. We need to have a spacewalk available on Sunday. We need to have
fireworks. For older crowds, we need to have local bands like Bag of Doughnuts on
Saturdays. You want to have that atmosphere.
“When I go out to talk to kids, 1 ask them all the time, ‘How many people like
baseball?’ 1 get

certain number of hands. ‘How many people like football?’ Of course,

more hands go up. ‘Basketball?’ More hands go up. I say, ‘O.K., that’s fine. Don’t be
embarrassed. It you don’t like baseball, say it’. Some kids, say, ‘You know what, I hate
baseball.’ ‘No problem. Do you like to eat?’ ‘Oh yeah, I like to eat.’ ‘Do you like to have
fun?’ ‘Sure, I like to have fun.’ ‘Do you like to meet girls?’ ‘Sure, I like to meet girls.’
‘Do you like to go swimming?’ ‘Sure, I like to go swimming.’ All these different things.
What I’m getting at is that those are all things that take place here. ‘Really? You guys
have a swimming pool?’ ‘Yes, we do.’ ‘We can meet girls?’ ‘The stadium holds 10,000
people.’ If you’re looking for a place where you can just meet new people, male or
female, or if adults are looking to network, what better place for people to come? They’re
having a great time. They’re in a relaxed mood. It’s a great time to network with people.
You’re both sitting there, enjoying the game, enjoying the fireworks, enjoying the
concerts, it’s a great time to sit there and meet people.”
Long home runs to right field often splash in the swimming pool that can be
rented by groups of 100 for large parties. On either side of the swimming pool are hot
tubs that can also be rented. In right-center field is the Levee, a giant hill where fans can
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take a blanket and w ateh the game for $5. In left field is the Home Run Porch, which
groups can rent tor large outings, such as company picnics. The New Orleans chapter of
the Ole Miss Alumni Association usually has an annual party there. Along the right-field
line is the Party Shack, which ser\'es the same purpose as the Home Run Porch. During
the game, groups who ha\'c rented these areas will be able to see their names on the large
display scoreboard in left-eenter field.
Then there arc the themed-nights: Weenie Wednesdays (SI hot dogs). Thirsty
Thursday ($1 beverages) and Fireworks Friday (post-game fireworks shows).

On

Saturdays, there are costume contests, chances to win a car and post-game concerts in the
outiield. On Sundays, there are pre-game inflatables for kids, who can also run the bases
after the game. There are give-away nights. Almost every night ifs something different,
magnets, BobblcHcads, miniature bats, pictures, hats, or lunch boxes. There are specialty
nights: Bark in the Park (at which fans can bring their dogs and sit on the giant hill in the
outfield), Salute to the Pelicans (at which fans can meet former players of the New
Orleans Pelicans), Orleans and Jefferson Parish Dare Day (at which kids fi'om local
elementary - schools attend an April day game) or Zooperstars nights (when the
Zooperstars, a traveling troop of mascots that do pantomimes, perform).
“It needs to be a social atmosphere,” Allen said. “Baseball is one ofthe last things
that we’re trying to push. I’m not going to try to push baseball down anybody’s throats. If
you like baseball, you do. If you don’t, you don’t. But you know what, if mom and dad
hate baseball, but they love their kids, and they want their kids to have a good time, and
their kids can’t wait to come out here and see Boudreaux and play on the spacewalk and
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I"1

see the fireworks, guess what, mom, dad and the kids are going to be out here at the
Zephyrs games."
1 here are, of eourse, still some fans who are there just to see baseball.
“What brought me out there wasn’t anything particular with the Zephyrs, it was
baseball and how much 1 enjoy that,” said Zephyr fan Bill Gallagher. “It was the only
baseball

game in town. A lot of times, I’ll go by myself and sit by the other team s

bullpen and hear what 1 can hear and study the game. I’m not about all the promotions. I
just like to go and study the game.”
Yet in a city that has so long embraced the NFL’s New Orleans Saints and in a
geographic region where football is king, the team’s promotional emphasis can not be
baseball alone.

Family entertainment
While the Zephyrs do target older audiences with Thirsty Thursday, Fireworks
Friday and concert Saturdays, their niche is certainly the family entertainment dollar,
Many of the prizes the team gives away to fans entering the gates

are reserved for

children. There is a playground with slides and swings near the outfield. Every section of
the stadium is assigned an usher who is able to assist families if necessary. Then there is
Kids Night on Sundays, when the game starts an hour early (usually 6:05 p.m.). Before
the game, there are several spacewalks and inflatable games located outside the front of
the stadium. During the game, there are on-field games, such as musical chairs, for kids.
At one time, selected kids could serve as the public address announcer for an inning.
After the game, all kids can line up on the field and run around the bases. The day is all
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about brining tamilics and kids to the ballpark. In fact, the team doesn’t see its major
competition as being the city’s other professional sports franchises—the National
Football League Saints, the National Basketball Association Hornets or the Arena
Football League X'ooDoo. Instead, that major competition comes from family places.
“1 think mainly our competition is tlie movie theater,” said Grubbs. “Putt-putt
courses, bowling alleys, go-cart places—family places. You tliink about it, a family of
four can come to the ballpark for about 55 bucks. That includes four tickets, drinks,
parking, tour hot dogs, and a game program. If you tliink about it, a Saints ticket is going
to be $70 tor one. If you take a look at cost comparison, we’re in the same ballpark as
movies. It’s not really targeted towards to the sports fan. It’s more towards giving
families somew'here to go. Somew^here safe where they’ll have a good experience.

The new minor leagues
By the time the Zephyrs arrived in 1993, minor league baseball had changed
much since the days of the original Pelicans. While several of the changes had taken
place before the 1977 team arrived, the team wasn’t around long enough for fans to really
get used to them. The Zephyrs provided a learning experience. The biggest difference
was the structure of the minor leagues. When the Pelicans first operated around the turn
of the twentieth century, the “minor leagues” were independent leagues with less prestige
to than the “major leagues.” There was little connection between the major and minor
leagues other than the fact that teams in the preeminent major leagues could buy or draft
players from teams in the minor leagues. Eventually, major league owners began buying
minor league clubs and using them as training grounds for the major league team. It
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wasn’t any kind of organized structure. Players would play on these other teams until the
major league club wanted them. Some major league teams owned no minor league teams.
Others, such as the St. Louis Cardinals, had as many as 32 teams. This farm system of
using the minor leagues to develop major league talent was invented by Cardinals’
general manager Branch Rickey during the 1920s. It was the system the Pelicans
followed for much of their e.xistence. The system eventually got out of control. The
Player Development Plan, created in 1962, organized the minor leagues into levels in a
way that every Major League team owned one team at every minor league level. The
Major League team also paid a portion of the minor league team’s player salaries.
Thus, when the Zephyrs anived, it was a different atmosphere from the one for
the Pelicans. The Pelicans could sign local players, and their rosters stayed pretty much
intact for an entire season and remained similar from one season to another. Instead, the
Zephyrs are under a player development contract with a Major League team. The Major
League team promises to provide the Zephyrs with players, and the Zephyrs promise

to

give those players a place to play. The Major League team then moves its players through
a graduated minor-league system as its player personnel department sees fit. Thus, player
turnover is large. In 2004, the Zephyrs had 100 player moves (guys getting called up or
sent down during the season). The Zeph3n*s are in triple-A, meaning their players can be
promoted to the Major Leagues or demoted to double-A. Because turnover is so large,
fans can’t get attached to players. If a guy is having a stellar season, there is a good
chance that he will be playing in the Major Leagues before the summer is over. Also,
because players move around in the system, the team will likely be very different the next
season. The 2004 Zephyrs only returned six players fi'om the 2003 team, Grubbs said. As
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a result, teams can

t use their players as promotional tools to attract fans. There just isn’t

stability on their rosters and the marquee players likely won’t be around long. Teams
can t use win-loss records to attract fans either. With no control over their roster, minor
league teams have little control over their success on the field. Major League teams tend
to place a greater emphasis on player development than on minor league championships.
Thus, a star pitcher may be benched to rest his aim rather tlian inserted in a key situation
late in the season. Because teams can not use players or wins to promote themselves, they
must promote themselves as entertainment.
Another change that had occurred before the Zephyrs arrived was that minor
league baseball became a big, prosperous business. Prior to the 1970s, minor league
teams tended to be owned by “mom and pop” groups. As the Pelicans experienced, minor
league baseball was vei*y prosperous across America during the period immediately
following World War II. However, the minor leagues quickly declined across America
during the 1950s and 60s. In 1947, there were 448 minor league teams, and they
combined to draw nearly 40 million fans. By 1960, there were just 140 teams, and they
diew a combined nine million fans. Minor league teams were seen as little more than
Major League training grounds, and owners did not expect to make profits, but relied on
cities and Major League affiliates for support. “Ownersliip was a ‘sometime thing’ where
there was little money to be made, and little money put into the team: owners and
investors often pulled their money out in the middle of a season”(Krauss 93). Things got
so bad that the Reading Phillies were sold for one dollar during the 1970s. According to
Rebecca Kraus, author of Minor League Baseball: Community Building Through
Hometown Sports, a resurgence began during the 1980s, a period when 30 new stadiums
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were built. New owners replaced the mom and pop” owners of the 1940s and 1950s and
ran teams as businesses rather than as hobbies (ICrauss 94). Selling prices increased, too.
In 1980, the Durham Bulls were sold for S2,500. In 1991, tlie team was sold for $4
million. By 1991, triplc-A teams were estimated to be worth $5 million (Krauss 94). “By
the 1990s, Minor League Baseball had achieved its place on the national scene. No longer
in tear of tailing profits and shrinking attendance, it had proven itself to be a legitimate
business endeavor and focal point of the community”(ICrauss 94).
Minor League Baseball has become an endeavor in which corporate sponsorship
IS so

important. The Zephyrs get sponsors for all their mid-game promotions. They get

sponsors tor all their pre-game giveaways. They get sponsors to advertise on their
outfield wall. In fact, Grubbs said that the team won’t do a pre-game giveaway if it
doesn’t have a sponsor to underwrite it. The Zephyrs also rely on corporations to buy big
blocks of tickets—either getting season tickets for their employees or just having
occasional group outings at Zephyr games.

New Orleans Zephyrs
When the Zephyrs arrived in New Orleans in 1993, the first thing they had to do
was secure a stadium. New Orleans Saints owner Tom Benson, who had tried to bring a
double-A franchise to New Orleans at the same time the Zephyrs were trying to move to
town, had already acquired a lease to play at the University of New Orleans’ Privateer
Park, which was the only place in the city adequate to host a minor league team until a
new stadium could be built. For several months, Benson refused to give up the lease
while he filed appeals in an attempt to bring his team to the city. Finally, about a month
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before the season, Benson relented. The Zephyrs didn’t have much time to get the 2,400seat facility ready for the April 16 season opener. In fact, this lack of time actually
contributed to a loss in the Zephyrs’ first home game.
The Zephyrs began the season at Indianapolis on April 8. The game was
suspended by rain with the Zephyrs leading 3-1 in the fifth inning. The next day, the
game was again postponed by rain. Finally, on April 10, New Orleans was able to
complete a professional baseball game, sweeping Indianapolis 4-2 and 6-1. The team then
went to Louisville and swept the Redbirds (the franchise that was the 1977 Pelicans) to
return to New Orleans 5-0. Wlien they returned home, the stadium was not yet fully ready
to host a triple-A team. One problem was that there was no fencing down the lines to
separate the crowd from the playing field. At the last minute, the team erected a
temporai-y plastic snow fence along both lines. With the Zephyrs and Buffalo Bisons tied
at seven in the ninth inning of the Zephyrs’ New Orleans opener on April 16, the snow
fencing came into play. Ken Trahan, the radio voice of the Zephyrs for the team’s first
eight seasons in New Orleans, recalls what happened.
“Wouldn’t you know it,” Trahan said. “(Zephyrs right fielder) Matt Mieske gets a
base hit. He’s on first base and (designated hitter) Larry Sheets comes up, and he doubles
just inside the right-field line into the right field comer. I’m describing the game. People
going nuts. ‘They’re going to win the game. Mieske motoring around third, the Zephyrs
are going to win the game, they’re going to go 6-0, he scores. Wait a minute. The right
fielder is holding his hands up, the umpire is going out, and we might have a ground mle
situation here.

The ball got through the temporary fencing, prompting a ground-mle

double and stranding Mieske at third base. Buffalo eventually won 8-7 in 12 innings.
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Pri\ alccr Park wasn't the ideal setting for a triple-A team ballpark. There were no
clubhouses, and teams had to change clothes at the nearby tennis courts or at the
basketball

arena. Capacity was eventually expanded to 5,000, but remained half of the

required capacity lor a triple-A park. The original plan was to play at the park for ayearand-a-hall and then mo\ e into a new park that had just been approved by the Louisiana
state legislature. 1 he time stretched to four years. Because it was pla)dng in such a small
stadium, the team s season attendance was relatively small. The Zephyrs drew 161,846
fans in 199j (an average ot 2,490 per game). That number grew to 187,000 in 1994 and
dropped back to 159,000 in 1995. In the team’s final season at Privateer Park, they drew
180,023 tans. One neat thing about the small stadium was the intimacy between the fans
and the players. Players had to walk through the main concourse to get to the playing
field, and fans eould line up along their route before the game for autographs, or just to
talk to the players.
were
It was a period of several noteworthy happenings for the Zephyrs, who
affiliated with the Milwaukee Brewers during those four years. In 1993, the team went
80-64, which is still its best record in New Orleans. The next season, they finished 78-66
and qualified for the American Association playoffs, where they were swept by
Nashville. Also in 1994, Zephyr pitcher Scott Taylor threw a no-hitter on September 12,
the day Major League Baseball players went on strike. According to the team s 1995
souvenir program

It was something for the grassroots fans,

The program adds that

Taylor signed autographs for nearly an hour after the game. A few weeks later, the strike
provided the Zephyrs an opportunity to play on national television, and they defeated
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Omaha 7-2 at Prix atccr Park on Sept. 5 in front of an ESPN audience in their regularseason finale.

Zephyr Field
The culmination of the Zephyrs’ move to New Orleans was the christening of
Zephyr Field on April 11, 1997 with an 8-3 victory against Oklahoma City in front of a
sellout crowd of 10,366. It was an event that took years of planning to achieve. Benson
had acquired

team shortly before the Zephyrs announced tlieir move, and he had

already made a deal with Louisiana Governor Edwin Edwards on a proposal to finance
S50 million in bonds to renovate the Louisiana Superdome, build a training facility for
the New Orleans Saints and build a stadium for minor league baseball. According to a
press release issued in 1993, Benson’s vision was to find a site in New Orleans where an
“arts, music and sports complex could be constructed.” However, in April of 1992, the
plan to finance a new stadium in Jefferson Parish, where many of the New Orleans
metropolitan areas’ middle-class families live, failed in the Louisiana legislature. New
Orleans delegates were angry that they weren’t getting anything from the deal and that
the stadium would go to Jefferson Parish.
When the National Association of Baseball granted New Orleans territorial rights
to the triple-A Zephyrs, there were a few proposals raised to keep the team within the city
of New Orleans. One proposal would have put the stadium on the comer of Tulane
Avenue and Jeff Davis Parkway, a location that would have revitalized low-end hotels
and motels along Tulane Avenue and benefit from tourism more than the suburbs would.
However, a study perfonned for the city by Stephen Hopkins found “no evidence that a
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AAA baseball team ean generate enough revenue to allow the city to make debt services
on a new ball stadium.

The sur\'ey did note that most government officials “believe the

value of a minor league team is that it provides the community with an additional
recreational amenity rather than that it has a positive impact on the local economy.”
Meanwhile, the Zephyrs’ ownership group was insistent that the stadium should go in
Jelterson Parish, finally, they reached a compromise with the legislature. The state of
Louisiana agreed to pay S21 million to build Zephyr Stadium as part of a capital outlay
bill that also included

training facility for the New Orleans Saints, located next to

Zephyr Field, and the New Orleans Arena, located next to the Superdome. However, the
stadium construction ran much longer than expected and cost more than was budgeted,
prompting the team owners to pay and additional $5 million for amenities, such as 16
VIP luxury suites, a swimming pool, two hot tubs, the Party Shack, the Home Run Porch
and chairback seats throughout the stadium. The team signed a 30-year lease that began
in 1997.
When the stadium did finally open in 1997, it was a huge step for the franchise.
“When 1 walked into that ballpark (for the first time) at 2:00 in the afternoon, I
shed a tear,” Trahan said. “I had been with this thing for four years, watching it struggle
at a college facility that really was so far below triple-A standards. Now to walk into this
new edifice and this new place, knowing that they’re sold out for that night with almost
11,000 people, was an emotional experience for me.”
By June, just 30 home games into the season, the Zephyrs had already surpassed
their top season attendance at Privateer Park. And the figure kept growing. The Zephyrs,
who were also helped by their new affiliation with the Houston Astros—the closest
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Major League team to New Orleans
for 5” w

●set a goal of attracting 500,000 fans. The “Drive

as spearheaded by team General Manager Jay Miller.
I hat was something that wc felt that we could do, but we really had to draw

some

great numbers the last couple of months,” Miller said. “It became a goal not only

for the office statt and front office, but the fans took hold of it. It was special.”
The Zephyrs drew 517,200 for the season, shattering the previous high-attendance
mark for professional baseball- in
i New Orleans, the 1947 Pelicans’ mark of400,034 fans,
The next

season, the Zephyrs moved from the American Association to the

Pacific Coast League as team owner Rob Couhig spearheaded a move to consolidate
triple-A baseball into two leagues, allowing for a triple-A World Series in Las Vegas,
Nev. The Zephyrs won the PCL title and increased their attendance to 519,584. They then
went on to Las Vegas and defeated Buffalo three games to one in the triple-A World
Series to give New Orleans its first national professional sports championship.

Jefferson Parish
One key to the success of Zephyr Field is its location in

Jefferson Parish.

According to the 2003 Louisiana Statistical Abstract, the populations of Jefferson and
Orleans Parish are roughly equal, 452,459 people in Jefferson Parish and 469,032 people
in Orleans Parish. The big difference between the parishes is median household income,
$38,435 for Jefferson Parish and $27,133 for Orleans Parish (1999 fi gures). The per
capita income is closer, $19,953 for Jefferson and $17,258 for Orleans, but household
income fi gures are more relevant for the Zephyrs, who target a family audience. Almost
28 percent of Orleans parish lives below the poverty line, compared to 13.7 percent in
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Jcticison. Despite the inlusion ot tourism in Orleans parish, Jefferson Parish outpaces its
neighbor in retail sales per capita, $12,826 to $5,908. During the 1960s and 70s many of
the middle-class families who could afford to move into the vhde-open land outside the
crowding city did so. 1 hese are the families that the Zephyrs are trying to attract. Their
location in Jellerson Parish puts them right in the middle of their target audience.
1 he location is ot course still readily accessible to fans from Orleans Parish and to
St. Charles Parish to the
the east. It

west, St. Tammany Parish to the north and St. Bernard Parish to

can draw from tans from Baton Rouge or the Mississippi Gulf Coast for a

weekend series. It is a convenient location, away from city traffic. Its open space also
allows for almost unlimited parking, 3,400 spots, which the team sells for $3 per car. The
parking is also cheaper and more convenient than it would be at the Louisiana
Superdome. The location is enjoyed by Jefferson Parish residents, such as Dick Hyland,
who has been attending Zephyr games regularly since 1993.
“I leave my house and go to the comer, take a right, go down a block, take a left,
five stop lights, and I’m on Power Boulevard,” Hyland said. “I go down Power, across
Veterans, across Airline, and I’m at Zephyr Field. It’s four-something miles. It’s not even
15 minutes. 1 leave the ballpai'k on a Friday night when the last out is made. We walk to
the car, and I drive home. Sometimes when I get to my driveway, the fireworks are still
going on.
It’s also tucked back a bit from Airline Highway in a location where people feel
safe. “If you did conceivably drop your kids off at the gate and didn’t come to the game, I
would think you’re in pretty good shape,” Grubbs said. “I think the fact that we are a
suburban stadium helps out a lot. It’s safe for families.”
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One drawback ot the location is that it appeals mostly to white fans. Jefferson
1 arish is 69.8 percent white. Orleans is 67.3 percent black. Black fans, who helped cany
the Pelicans attendance figures during the first half of the twentieth centuiy, are
noticeably absent at Zephyr Field. As the team’s attendance declines as the newness of
Zephyr Held wears olt, one possible way for the team to offset this would be to reach out
to more black fans. Ironically, Zephyr Field, without the segregated seating that Pelican
Stadium had, doesn’t seem to draw as many black fans as Pelican Stadium did.
Another drawback of the location is that it isn’t as accessible to tourists, many of
whom probably rarely leave the city limits during their visits. Memphis, whose 730,000
tans led the PCL in 2004, built its ballpark in the middle of downtown and likely benefits
greatly from tourists who happen upon the park. The stadium also did much to revitalize
downtown Memphis. By placing its park in tlie suburbs, New Orleans didn’t capitalize on
this opportunity tor downtown revitalization.
One big reason for the move to Jefferson Parish was politics. Jefferson Parish
officials wanted the stadium as a step to show they were on equal footing with Orleans
Parish. Officials in Jefferson Parish believed that Zephyr Field would vitalize the pansh.
and they worked hard to get the Zephyrs to locate their stadium in the pansh. Orleans
Parish, however, was more apathetic. Sidney Barthelemy, the mayor of New Orleans
when the Zephyrs moved to town in 1993, did not comment much about the team s
move. A Times-Picayune article from that year states, “Mayor Sidney Barthelemy, who
has made little public comment on the efforts to bring AAA baseball to New Orleans
could not be reached Sunday. City Hall sources add local individuals involved in the
negotiations are angry with the mayor for what they perceive to be his indifference.
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Development
In his book. Minor League Baseball and Local Economic Development, Arthur
Johnson explores the relationship between a team and a community when building a new
stadium. Johnson notes that expensive new stadiums can only bring a monetary return to
the
community it they are part of an economic plan designed to attract dollars from
outside communities and increase local spending. Because Zephyr Field was paid for by
state tax dollais, the return on that investment (money brought in from outside of the
state) is quite small. Johnson also notes tliat new stadiums can be viewed as successful if
they revitalize a downtown area or spur the development of new land. The Louisiana
Superdome, for instance, did much to revitalize downtown New Orleans. Zephyr Field
was built
been

on new undeveloped land. However, in the eight years since the stadium has

open, there has not been much development around it (besides the Saints training

facility that was built next door). Zephyr Field does adjoin LaSalle Park, which features
soccer fields and a walking track. There are not, however, many nearby businesses that
are

earning money from the team’s presence. There are just a few restaurants, grocery

stores and bars across the street from the stadium. The area hasn’t been much vitalized by
the Zephyrs’ presence, and the stadium has not increased local spending. Originally, there
was a plan to build a water park near the stadium but that planned failed in the state
legislature. Currently, there is talk that a 1,100 seat entertainment center for concerts and
Broadway plays will be built near Zephyr Field. There is also talk that a smaller
entertainment center for smaller events will be part of the same complex.
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One positive
<^speet ot stadiums that Jolinson notes is that they can provide
additional recreational

amenities for residents” (Jolinson 251). Johnson notes that minor

league baseball is marketed as family entertainment. He adds that:
T be stadium, however, should be more than a place to view seventy minor
league baseball games in the summer. It should be conceptualized as a
community resource that provides many different types of recreational
opportunities. In other words, the stadium, not tlie team, is the vehicle for
enlarging residents’ recreational opportunities (Johnson 252).
Zephyr Field is a place for family entertainment and local recreation. It appeals to more
members of the

on
community by hosting LSU, Tulane and UNO college baseball games

occasion cvei-y season. The stadium has hosted the Conference USA and the Sun Belt
Conference baseball tournaments. It has also housed the 2001 NCAA Baseball Super
Regional between LSU and Tulane that drew three crowds in excess of 11,600 people.
The stadium hosts a high school baseball tournament every year and hosted the 2004 and
2005 LHSAA Class-5A state baseball championship tournament, drawing kids and
parents from throughout the state. In 1999, Zephyr Field hosted the triple-A All-Star
Game, broadcast nationally on ESPN. In addition to baseball, the stadium has hosted a
minor league soccer team, the College Football All-Star Challenge and the Louisiana
Philharmonic orchestra. The park twice hosted a haunted house, “Field of Screams.” U.S.
President George W. Bush has visited the stadium to talk about his tax plan. Its parking
lots have been used for hurricane relief efforts. It is a structure that has had many uses.
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Attendance drop
Attendance slipped slightly in 1999, with the team drawing 498,221 fans. Then,
the newness ot Zephyr Field began to wear otf. In 2001, the Zephyrs drew just 386,147
fans despite tying with Tacoma for the PCL title after the championship series was
canceled i
in the wake ol the Sept. 11 tragedy. The attendance rebounded to 410,183 in
2002 and dipped to 379,819 in 2003. In 2004, New Orleans drew 324,324 fans, which
ranked them ninth of 16 PCL teams.
While weekend crowds remain large, it is the Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday
crowd that has dropped significantly. In fact, the Zephyrs drew their highest crowd in
Zephyr Field history on Thursday July 3, 2003, when 11,925 fans saw the Zephyrs fall to
Nashville 1-0. On Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday nights, however, the stadium

often

appears empty. The crowd gets larger on Thirsty Thursday and is the largest on Friday
nights, when there is a post-game fireworks show. The crowd remains fairly large on
Saturday and Sunday before dropping again on Monday. One reason

the crowd has

dropped off so much in the middle of the week (and slightly on weekends) is that fans
have gotten used to the stadium. The honeymoon period has ended, and attendance has
declined. Allen says one thing that hurt the Zephyrs was that eveiything happened at
once. In 1998, the ballpark’s second year, when attendance would have been high
already, the team had future Major-League stars Lance Berkman, Darryl Ward and Wade
Miller and won the league championship.
“If I could rewrite it, I would say, ‘Could you hold that World Series and push it
back a couple more years,

Allen said. “They got everything shoved down their throat at

one time. Like, ‘Wow, new ballpark, I have to check that out. They have a great team, I
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got to V
them. I hey \ e got these guys that are big leaguers now, I got to see them.’

They s

^u\v all those things all in one year. 7'o rewrite it, I’d have spread those things out.“
^^ne taetor that speeifieally hurt attendance in 2004 was rain, something

P^rtieularly

prevalent in New Orleans. According to weatherbase.com. New Orleans’

aven
rainfall during the baseball season is 4.8 inches in April, 4.9 inches in May, 5.6
inches i
an
ni June, 6.6 inches in July and 5.9 inches in August. In those months, there is
average of 53

rainy days. By comparison, in the Zephyrs’ former home of Denver, there

IS an av
orage rainfall amount of 1.8 inches in April, 2.5 inches in May, 1.7 inches in June,
1 -7 inches in July and 1.5 inches in August. During those months, there is an average of
47 rainy days. In Memphis, the PCL’s attendance leader, the average rainfall is 5.6 inches
Apnl, 4.9 inches in May, 3.9 inches in June, 3.9 inches in July and 3.4 inches m
August. Memphis averages 45 rainy days during those months.
In 2004, the problem with the rain was the time and the days that it occurred.
Although the Zephyrs had only three rainouts, 80 percent of their games were affected by
rain-

ins at all after 3:00 p.m. on a
a somewhat skewed statistic measuring anytime it rains

game day. Basically, anytime it rains or threatens to rain late in the afternoon, it has an
affect on the Zephyr crowds because that is the time of day when people are deciding
whether or not they will attend the game. Also, while three rain outs aren t many, two of
them occurred on Fridays, a night when the team averages nearly 10,000 fans. Grubbs
said that if you were to add those 20,000 fans to the final season attendance, the figure
would be closer to normal.
Some people have noted that the drop in attendance has coincided with the
departure of Miller, the general manager during both 500,000-fan seasons who left late in
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1998 to be the
iie'neral manager of the double-A Round Rock Express. Since moving to
Round Rock, Miller

has guided the Express to a Texas-League-record attendance of

660,1 10 in the first year of their new ballpark in 2000 despite a losing record. Although
that ballpark is now a few years old, the team still sells out on weeknights and will be
moving up to the triple-A Pacific Coast League in 2005. “Jay was the best person ever for
baseball,” Hyland said. He’s the epitome of what a baseball general manager should be.
The newness

wore off when Jay left.” Hyland notes that Miller would always get to the

ballpark early, greet all of the staff members working that day, meet all the fans as they
entered the gate.
and then sit with the fans during the game, trying to meet someone new
evei-y day. Miller’s philosophy of making friends with fans is exactly in line with today s
world of family-entertainment focused minor league baseball.
“I look at the fans as the people who are paying my salary,” Miller said. “Without
the fans, it s not fun. Tm a people-person, and you need someone

who is just going to

jump in there and get to know the fans. 1 would go to the crawfish boils and speak at
rotaries and Kiwanis clubs. I never turned down a chance to speak. They re giving me an
opportunity for 25 minutes to talk about my product. 1 would always end by saying, ‘1
595

came out to see you; you have to come see me now.

Football city
Baseball lost its hold on the city of New Orleans

in the time between the exit of

the old Pelicans and the arrival of the Zephyrs. The transition actually began during the
1930s when college football began to rival baseball, which had been king up to that point,
Baseball remained the nation’s

as well as the city’s

pastime, but stories about
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Louisiana Stale Liii\cisily and Tulane University football teams became common in the
new
spapers ol the day. C ollege football continued to grow in importance and provided
another distraction for New Orleanians during the period attendance at professional
baseball

games shrank during the 1950s. The real coup came in 1967. By that time, the

city had already been without professional baseball for eight seasons. That year, the NFL
expansion New Orleans Saints became the city’s first major league team. The New
Orleans Siates-Itcm newspaper proclaimed the awarding of the franchise on Nov. 1,1966
with the screaming headline “N.O. Goes Pro!

across its front page. The city’s

relationship with the Saints continued to grow over the years, perhaps aided by the fact
that the team was a bunch of “lovable losers.” The Zephyrs arrived, however, right in the
middle of the most successful period in Saints history. The Saints, who had their first
winning season in 1987, won their first division title in 1991 with an 11-5 record to reach
the playoffs for the second consecutive year. In 1992, the Saints went 12-4 and again
hosted a playoff game. Thus, when the Zephyrs arrived in late 1992, the Saints had been
to the playoffs three consecutive years, quite an impressive streak for a team that had
only made a total of four trips to the post season in franchise history. So, when the
Zephyrs came, they found that football was number one in the hearts of New Orleanians,
and when it wasn’t the Saints, it was Louisiana State University.
Football is king here,” Hyland said. “You come here for a weekend and you
drive around town and you notice how many cars have LSU flags and LSU stickers. And
it’s the Saints. The Saints. The Saints. The Saints. People could tell you who played for
the Saints in 1975, the whole starting lineup. You ask them to name five ballplayers on
the Zephyrs, and they can’t do it.
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One consequence is that ilie Zephyrs have to help develop baseball in the city
again. Baseball is often

a game to whieh men, who grew up going to games with their

fathers. olten take their sons. Beeause New Orleans was without a team for 32 of 33
years, its citizens did not

grow up going to baseball games and aren’t in the habit of

taking their kids to the ballpark on a summer night. The city’s sports fans are used to
w
atching Major League games on television. The city’s non-sports fans are not really
sure about what minor-league baseball is. So the Zephyrs try to teach them. One way to
teach is by having baseball clinics for children every summer. Another way is by talking
to tans during the game.
one-on-one.
“I think one of the biggest things we do is being personal and being
Allen said. “We spend a lot of time on tlie concourse just talking to fans. You’ve got a
stadium that

can fill 10,000 people. If you can affect one or two people, three people, five

people per game times how many games we have, eventually, it will start having an
effect, and you will start to see certain tilings paying off.
“Sometimes people say certain things, and they express their thoughts and ideas
to us. We can either correct them when they’re wrong or educate them. When they walk
away and someone questions them, they’ll be able to say the right thing. They’ll start to
spread the correct word. If you answer a question to an old lady or 5-year-old child about
how baseball works, or how minor league baseball works, when you walk away, that old
lady or that 5-year-old will be able to go back and say, ‘Hey, did you know that?’ That’s
just a trickle down effect.
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Media coverage
I he local media coverae
^e reflects the team’s position in New Orleans society. All
the team’s home and awT
ay games are broadcast on the radio. During the team’s early
years, they were broadcast on

New Orleans’ biggest sports radio station, 50,000 watt

WWL-870 AM. Now. they arc broadcast on a smaller local station, WTIX-690 AM. The
Zephyrs

also generally have about 12 games per season broadcast on local television,

louring those early years, they were broadcast on network TV by ABC-affiliate WGNOTV. I oday they are aired on Cox Sports, a channel started by the local cable company,
Cox Cable, alter the New Orleans Hornets moved to town in 2002. The station shows
Hornets
games. Zephyr games, LSU games and a variety of games from smaller
Louisiana colleges and from high schools.
One instrument that measures how a team fits within its society is the amount and
strive to cover the
type of coverage it receives in its local newspaper, as newspapers
events readers care about the most. The current baseball coverage of The Times-Picayune
has evolved much from that of the old Daily Picaymne Minor league baseball is no
longer anyw'here near the primary sport of coverage. While all Zephyr home games are
covered with a substantial article, that article is sometimes on the front sports page and
sometimes it is on an inner page. Beginning in the 2005 season, however, that article
became just a feature on one of the team’s players. Game results were given in a small
box next to the article. Clearly, the newspaper editors did not believe New Orleans
citizens were very concerned with whether the Zephyrs won

or lost. For the first year-

plus that the team was in New Orleans, the paper sent its beat writer, Pete Bamouquere,
on the road to cover the team. It no longer does that (as is the case in most PCL cities).
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and road games do not get mueh coverage. Generally those games get a story about a
paragraph kmg on the second page of sports. Zephyr box scores and league scores and
standings are printed on the sccond-to-last sports page in an agate section filled with
statistics. 1 his eo\ eragc is the only coverage that the Pacific Coast League gets. The
Zephyrs dc) get more co\ crage on Sundays when The Times-Picayumhe:d^ writer writes a
notebook highlighting anecdotes of the team and writes a feature about one of the
players. Prior to the season, the paper devotes an entire two-page spread to introduce the
players on the team. Major League coverage is substantially larger than even the minor
league coverage of the local team. The Major Leagues get a full page or two every day
with stats, scores and stories fi-om every game. However, Major League Baseball is rarely
the main front-page story unless a significant event happened. Usually the summer fi*ontpage is dedicated to a feature story, NBA playoffs or Saints training camp. Baseball is no
longer king of the sports page.
The Zephyr's did, however, make the first appearance on the paper’s firont news
“Al” page for a New Orleans professional baseball team. The day the Zephyrs played
their first home game, April 15, 1993, a logo declaring “Play Ball!” and noting the
game’s time appeared across the top of first page of The Times-Picayiine. The next day,
the Al page had a large picture of the stadium and a brief story about the fans’
experience. The Zephyrs again appeared on Al when Zephyr Field opened in 1997 and
when the team won the triple-A World Series in 1998. The New Orleans Pelicans never
appeared on A1. The Zephyrs’ presence there indicates that they are an entity that reaches
out to more than baseball fans; they are seen as a vehicle for the entire community.
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When ihc Zephyrs won the iriplc-A World Series against Buffalo in 1998, The
'Timcs-ricayunc's anerage was similar to what it had been for the old Dixie Series
champitmships. The ixiper did send Barrouquere to Las Vegas to cover the games, but
they weren't neeessarily the major story. The day the series started. World Series
coverage was secondary to eox erage of Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa’s quest to break
Roger Maris' hoinerun record and coverage of the end of Cal Ripken’s consecutive
games-played streak. Mowe\ er, as the scries went on, the games became main-front page
stories with large photographs.

New Orleans quirks
Kirk Bullinger, a New Orleans native who spent three years with the New Orleans
Zephyrs, notes that there are some quirks that cause baseball in the city to be played a
little bit differently than it is played elsewhere. For one, there is the humidity of New
Orleans siinimers that tends to help curveballs break and hold fly balls inside the
ballpark. Bullinger said it makes pitching at Zephyr Field, already a fairly large park, a
pleasant experience.
“It dramatically affects the game as far as the power game,” Bullinger said. “It
affects the guys who play for the Zephyrs who count on putting up big power numbers. It
turns into a mental thing more than anything. To hit a homerun here, you really have to
jump on the ball. It affects their swing and their approach.”
Bullinger said another factor that benefits the Zephyrs is the Bourbon Street
effect. Visiting players, who have only four days in the city, want to experience the city,
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as well as Bmirbon Street, as much as possible. As a result, Bulliuger said, visiting
players often appear tired w hen they come to the stadium.
“ I hat takes its toll w hen the game arrives,” Bullinger said. “You’re not as fresh
for the game as you would he in a city such as Omalia, Nebraska, orDes Moines, Iowa or
a city that doesn’t have night life.

Conclusion
fhe 19S()s and 1990s were a period in which New Orleans emerged from the oil
bust to find a new identity. In a city with the unique culture of New Orleans, that identity
came to fomi around a focus on tourism and entertainment. That new focus can be seen
clearly in the cities’ newest endeavor in professional baseball. The Zephyrs aren’t as
mueh a baseball team as an additional fonn of entertainment for the city’s citizens. Clear
also in the Zephyrs’ relationship with New Orleans are cultural changes that grabbed the
city during the 1970s. The Zephyrs left Orleans Parish, the home of the Pelicans, for
Jefferson Parish, where many of the metropolitan area’s middle-class families moved
during the 1970s. New Orleans was no longer legally segregated, but the Zephyrs chose
to play in the area where a majority of tlie metro area’s white population now lived. As a
result, the team predominantly draws white fans and has not had a large impact in the
black community. Politically, the Zephyrs moved to Jefferson Parish because that was
where they were wanted more. Jefferson Parish officials wanted to make a statement that
they were on equal footing with Orleans Parish in a changing metropolitan area.
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Like an unexpecicd \ ista, the structure suddenly jumps out at you. From West
Esplanade Avenue.

major east-west thoroughfare through Jefferson Parish, you turn

soutli on l\n\ er l^oule\ arcl. Power rises onto a bridge that crosses above Interstate-10 and
then beeomes Da\ id Dri\ e. After following David Drive for a couple of miles, you turn
right at a sign, and suddenly, you’re in the middle of nowhere. There is an automobile
repair shop or two along the road, but you feel as if you are in a seldom traveled area.
That feeling intensities as the car continues forward towards the railroad tracks and
follows the road to the left. Now there is nothing. Railroad tracks and a sign for Mays
Yard on the right. I'rees on the left. Maybe an 18-wheeler truck coming toward you from
the opposite direction. You continue under a bridge and the road takes a slight jog left.
Then you see it, like your first glimpse of the Rocky Mountains after traveling through
Kansas, the stadium just hovers there, seemingly rising out of the ground. Zephyr Field
always looks impressive when viewed from this spot.. It just jumps out at you from a
clearing after you’ve been traveling past what seemed to be a deserted road along railroad
tracks. The stadium dominates the landscape. From this angle, you can’t see anything
around it but the long flat plain of the parking lot and a couple of small trees. This lack of
visual competitors makes the doubled-decked stadium appear that much taller and that
much more imposing. As you approach the stadium, the awe begins to subside. It’s still
an impressive structure; it still appears modem; and it’s still quite cozy on the inside. But
there is something about that first glimpse from the access road that momentarily
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magnifies the siadiunfs ehami. It's an impressive sight no matter how often one has seen
it. And it's a sight that was that much more impressive, tliat much more goose-bump
eliciting, when seen for the first time. This is the best baseball stadium New Orleans has
ever had. While Pelican Stadium had charm of its own, Zephyr Field is much bigger.
While City Park Stadium and the Superdome are big, Zephyr Field was built with
baseball charm. And while, the comer of Carrolton Avenue and Tulane Avenue sits
silently and relleets its baseball past, Zephyr Field succeeds it as the home of professional
baseball in New' Orleans.
Unlike Pelican Stadium, which was located in the middle of a popular New
Orleans neighborhood. Zephyr Field was built in the suburbs on the 117-acre LaSalle
Tract, w'hich was previously overgrown with natural vegetation. Pelican Stadium used to
ring wdth the sound of bats, balls and organs as fans flocked to the edifice to see the
Pelicans compete for a Southern Association championship. Zephyr Field rings with the
sounds of modern music blared over the team’s sound system or of the announcer
declaring that so and so has “the dirtiest car in the parking lot!” Fans at Zephyr Field
hardly notice it when the team wdns a Pacific Coast League championship other than the
fact that the team seems to be winning a lot. Cancel a couple of fireworks shows,
however, and it will be the talk of the town. No kidding. This is total family
entertainment built around a local minor league baseball team.

Changing together
Through the years, professional baseball has been a microcosm reflecting change
in the greater New Orleans metropolitan area. Through the lens of baseball—a popular
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pastime tor New Orleans residents

one can trace the evolution of New Orleans since

1887. During the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century, New
Orleans was a major city in the American South, important enough to merit an invitation
to join a minor league of Southern baseball clubs. During this time. New Orleans was a
city of strong neighborhood bonds. Families would sit on their porches at night and talk
with the neighbors. Citizens would congregate in neighborhood places of gathering—
movie theaters, grocery stores and bars. Pelican Stadium was just another place of
gathering in one specific neighborhood. Sure baseball was king during the early 1900s,
and sure street cars made the stadium easily accessible, but Pelican games were more of a
neighborhood thing. Crowds were rarely bigger than a couple of thousand, except on
some Sundays or big nights when the crowd may have been closer to eight or nine
thousand. More importantly, the Pelicans were a neiighborhood outlet. Local children
would use its field as a playground or a high-school stadium. They would join knothole
clubs and attend games, and then, when they got old enough, get a job at the ballpark.
Often, fathers would take their sons to see the Pelicans play. After the game, the
neighborhood party spilled across the street to one of the bars or restaurants located just
outside the stadium. Pelican games were community gatherings. They were a source of
coiTUTiunity pride, too. Tlie team signed local players who knew they were representing
“New Orleans.” There were bragging rights on the line, the bragging rights to be called
the best team in the South, the bragging rights to be better than Mobile or Atlanta or
Bimiingham. The community held its head a bit higher when the Pelicans did well.
Those community ties began to break down when post-World-War-II inventions
began to keep New Orleans citizens inside. Residential air conditioning made the comfort
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of one s ow n home a desirable alternative to the heat
and humidity of New Orleans.
d'ele\ ision pro\ ided those who stayed inside with entertainment. People stopped sitting
on their porehes and talking to their neighbors. They stopped going to Pelican games.
Their bonds began to loosen.
Bankrupted by dwindling attendances, the Pelicans left town in 1959. New
Orleans, meanwhile, began to make strides as a growing city. Progressive Mayor Chep
Morrison saw the city issue a huge number of building permits and greatly increase its
infrastructure. Morrison piloted the city to the point of rivaling Miami, Fla., as the
Gateway to L.atin America. Then, in the mid 1970s, New Orleans went through another
period of growth when it hit it rich by being caught in the middle of the oil boom.
Thriving oil companies moved their operations to New Orleans. Wealthy job seekers
flooded the city. Locals began making more money. Skyscrapers went up. City
aspirations soared. Middle-class families migrated to the wide-open suburbs.
As New Orleans’ aspirations soared so did its professional-sports aspirations. In
1967, the city got an NFL team. In 1974, it received an NBA team. In 1975, the
Louisiana Superdome opened. Now New Orleans was looking for a Major League
Baseball team to complete the gamut. It didn’t matter that the city hadn’t had any
professional baseball team since 1959. It wasn’t interested in a minor-league team The
triple-A Pelicans came to play in 1977. They were largely ignored and left in 1978. New
Orleans had higher aspirations. The city almost landed the Oakland Athletics. It almost
landed an expansion franchise. New Orleans felt it was poised to make a
And its aspirations for Major League Baseball reflected

^4)or jump.

the prosperity of a city stretching

forth its wings.
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ll all L-amc cra^hinu .iv>

durin- the \mh. The oil bust hit New Orleans hard,

Oil companies clow nsi/'ed operations. Retail companies began to close their doors. Job
seekers lett the cil>

1 nemplo\nient and po\erty soared. The city awoke from the oil bust

to find that its midtile-elass had lett for the suburbs during the prosperous 1970s and with
the wealthy oil compan> bosses now lea\ ing as well, the city’s tax base had now shrunk
signifieanily. The eii> s aspirations were no longer quite so high. New Orleans now
looked for a wa\ to slay afloat. It tcuind its answer in the tourism industIy^ New Orleans
was a city that people wanted to \isit. and the city increased its efTorts to cater to that
desire. Tourism heeaine the state's second largest industry. New Orleans became an
entertainment-hub. a city w here something was always happening.
As the eil>’’s growth subsided, so did its ambitions to land a Major League team.
A lew more attempts were unsuccesstully made to land a big league team. Finally, the
city began to look again to the minor leagues. In a city with a growing emphasis on
entertainment, minor league baseball provided another outlet to entertain its citizens. In
1992, two potential suitors came calling. The triple-A Denver Zephyrs were invited to
call New Orleans home.
The Zephyrs came as members of a minor-league environment with a focus on
promotions and family entertainment to offset the fact that its “minor league” players
were subject to the whims of a Major League club. The Zephyrs came to a city that had
scores of entertainment options, to a city where citizens were growing used to being
entertained. The Zephyrs couldn’t survive on baseball alone. They had to entertain. That
entertainment really took off once Zephyr Field opened in 1997. There were fireworks
evci-y Friday, concerts every Saturday and Kids Nights every Sunday. There were pre-
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game gi\ eau a\ s and in-game dancing contests. There was great food on the concession
menu. 1 he Ixiseball team u as a completely separate operation, a bunch of players sent by
a Major League team to de\ clop skills—players that sometimes held some fans’interest.
The main operation \s as all of the side stutT. The main operation was attracting families
and building entertainment around baseball for everyone who entered the stadium gates.
It's a broader focus that has allowed the Zephyrs to blow the Pelican attendance
figures out of the w ater. Since Zephyr Field opened in 1997, each season attendance mark
has surpassetl e\ ery Pelicans' attendance mai*k e.xcept 1946 and 1947. The 1946 mark of
329,071 is only slightly better than the worst Zephyr Field mark of 324,324 in 2004. The
1947 mark of 400,036 onl>- suipasses the 2001, 2003 and 2004 attendances. While the
largest Peliean erowds were generally around 9,000, the Zephyrs have drawn more than
1 1,000 fans three times. The Zephyrs averaged more than 7,000 fans per game in 1997
and 1998.
By examining baseball, a source of local entertainment, one can see the
neighborhood culture that developed in New Orleans during the first half of the twentieth
eentury, the prosperity the eity experienced after World War II (a prosperity that
eventually grew to a point that “minor league” baseball was no longer considered a
worthy fonn of entertainment), the decline that hit the city (and its expectations) during
the 1980s and the emphasis on entertainment that has developed since that time. By
examining baseball, one can see the cultural, economical and political forces that drove
the eity’s evolution.
Culturally, the bonds characterizing city residents loosened as time moved
forward. Originally, New Orleanians viewed themselves as members of a neighborhood
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and spent time getting to intimately know their neighbors. One way they got to know
their neighbors was by attending Pelican baseball games, sometimes even watching those
neighbors compete on the playing field. However, once television and air conditioning
kept New Orleanians inside, they spent less time with neighbors and less time at the
ballpark. 'Fhose bonds Ic.ssened. Citizens drifted even further apart during the 1970s when
growing prosperity allowed them to build larger homes on wide open land in the suburbs.
New Orleanians lost the bond of being part of a neighborhood where their families had
resided for generations. Instead, New Orleanians now go to Zephyr games more as
patrons than as members of a neighborhood community. Sure they might meet someone
new, but they are not likely to sit back and intently watch the game with a neighbor while
another neighbor tries to hit a homerun. Instead, their enjo3mient stems more from the
promotions. It’s not a matter of just spending time in a neighbor’s presence. Ifs being
constantly entertained by a seemingly never-ending series ofin-game promotions.
The cultural evolution also involves racial tensions. During the first half of the
twentieth century. New Orleans was a segregated Southern city. While, the white New
Orleans Pelicans grabbed headlines, the black Negro League teams got brief newspaper
paragraphs. Meanwhile, the Pelicans were part of the heart of the city, and black fans
attended Pelican games in large numbers, although they had to sit in the segregated
“black bleachers.” Finally, Atlanta made an attempt to integrate the league, introducing
black outfielder Nat Peeples in 1954. Many white fans refused to attend games. Peeples
was reassigned to another league. The Pelicans’ league remained segregated, and black
fans began to quit going to games in protest. This protest combined with other factors to
bring the Pelicans to their knees. By the time the Zephyrs arrived in 1993, the city had
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long been desegregated. Ilowev

en residential movement to the suburbs had polarized

Jeffeison and C)ileans parishes. Jetterson was mostly white. Orleans was mostly black.
Since the Zephyrs chose to locate their stadium in JetTerson Parish, they have not gotten
the same amount ot black support that the Pelicans once had.
L'.eonomieally. the city e.xperienced prosperity and then decline. In 1887, New
Orleans was the second busiest c.xport port in America and the “Queen City of the
South.

It was economically prosperous, and the Southern League quickly extended it an

invitation to join its league of professional Southern baseball clubs. As the twentieth
century progressed, the New Orleans economy remained stable, and the New Orleans
fi-anchisc remained the most stable league member. Then, tlie end of World War II
brought a boost to the New Orleans economy as veterans returned home with more
money and with a desire for leisure. This boost can be seen in the impressive Pelican
attendances of the late 1940s, by far the highest attendances in

franchise history.

However, the economy continued to gi'ow, too much so for minor league baseball. New
inventions—air conditioning and television- ■gave fans an alternative to sitting at the
ballpark, and it was an alternative they could now afford. Then, the oil boom of the 1970s
and the ensuing prosperity pumped New Orleans full of hopes of landing a Major League
Baseball fi'anchise. New Orleanians were not concerned with getting a minor league
franchise, and they kept the one they had for just one year. However, it was a lack of
interested big-money men in the city that kept New Orleans from obtaining a team on
several occasions. The city’s ambitions were then checked by the oil bust of the 1980s.
The bust caused New Orleans to lose much of its wealth and put the New Orleans
economy online with the economies of other minor-league cities. Once again. New
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Orleans hccainc i
i nterested in minor league baseball. The Zephyrs came to town and
marketed themsel\es

as cheap family entertaimnent. New Orleanians proved that they

had money to spend on such purposes, supporting the Zephyrs better than they ever
supported the Pelicans.
Politically, the desire to have a team in New Orleans has been stronger at some
times than at others. When the Pelicans were stmggling greatly in the late 1950s, New
Orleans mayor Chep Momson did everything he could to save the team. Morrison was a
baseball fan and believed the presence of a professional baseball team was vital to his
desire to make New Orleans the chief city of the South. He fought to secure a lease for
the team to play at City Park Stadium, he wrote to donors for money, and he sold
advertisements for the team’s program. However, in this case, the economic and cultural
forces were more powerful that the political ones. New Orleanians weren’t interested in
minor league baseball, and the team left the city in spite of Morrison’s attempts to save it.
Morrison continued his efforts. He tried to get a working agreement with a Major League
team to bring another minor league team to New Orleans. He tried to land New Orleans a
spot in a third or a fourth major league. His efforts were all thwarted. During the 1960s,
local politicians began to focus more on luring a professional football team than on luring
a professional baseball team. Once that objective was met, however, politicians began to
shift their focus back to baseball. Mayor Moon Landrieu was adamant that New Orleans
should have a Major League team and was determined to help the city land one. He was
so detennined, however, that some say he ran off the 1977 Pelican team. Then, during the
1980s, Louisiana Governor Buddy Roemer campaigned on a promise to bring Major
League Baseball to New Orleans. United States Senator J. Bennett Johnson also showed
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an interest in attraeting a Major League Baseball team. Once again, however, economic
forces were more powerful than political ones. A money man couldn’t be found, and a
team couldn’t be secured. When the Zephyrs arrived in 1993, there was a heavy interest
by Jeftersem Parish officials for the team to build its new ballpark in the parish and
vitalize the suburb. Ha\ ing the Zephyrs would allow Jefferson Parish to make a statement
that it was now approaching equal footing with Orleans Parish. That, plus a perceived
indifference by Orleans Parish officials, led to Zephyr Field being built in Jefferson
Parish.
CuiTcntly, New Orleans does not fit the standards of a Major League Baseball
city. Three major factors that are important to a community hosting a major league
franchise arc population, personal per capita income of residents and the number of large
corporations (to buy luxury boxes, blocks of tickets and advertisements) in the city. New
Orleans ranks well below the Major League median in all three categories. In population,
New Orleans’ 1,3 1 8,000 metropolitan residents ranks it below the smallest Major League
city (Milwaukee, Wis., with 1,514,000 people) and well below the Major League mean
income
($28,995) ranks it below every
(3,875,000 citizens). New Orleans’ per capita i
Major League

Clity

except Phoenix. Ariz.. ($28,481) and well below the Major League

median ($34,590). Finally. New Orleans’ one Fortune 500 company and three Fortune
1.000 companies are few'er than those of Baltimore. Md.. the Major League city with the
fewest major corporations (two Fortune 500 companies and four Fortune I.OOO
companies). The Major League median is 6.5 Fortune 500 companies and 11 5 Fortune
1,000 companies. In all three data sets, however, New Orleans ranks comparably with its
Pacific Coast League neighbors.
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l-'or Ncu Orleans to e\
XT become a Major League Baseball city, it would require
sevenil ol the three major forces noted earlier to work

together. One possibility would

be

economic boost, bringing more big businesses to sponsor a team and putting more money
in Nc\s- Orleanians' pockets to allow them to afford high ticket prices. Another possibility
would be a ptiliiieal leadership detennined to bring Major League Baseball to the city. As
the city has seen, this deicnnination could not be as simple as a mere desire to lure a
team. Instead, it would have to involve a comprehensive plan also dedicated to bringing
in the infrastructure (such as a major-league style stadium and better economic conditions
that mirror those of other major league cities) that a Major League team would need to
operate. A third possible path for New Orleans to become a contender for a Major League
franchise would require a cultural shift. New Orleanians would have to become big
baseball fans with a priority to lobby politicians to do what it would take to bring in a
Major League Baseball franchise and give it the conditions necessary for success.
Though very unlikely, this scenario would only be possible if the city’s other major
league franchises, the National Football League New Orleans Saints and the National
Basketball Association New Orleans Hornets were to leave town. While there are often
rumors about both franchises being in trouble, there are no immediate signs that either
franchise is leaving. Furthennore, such a sudden change in New Orleanians’ athletic
passions is doubtful and would be slow to develop.
Thus, unless something drastic was to change the city, New Orleans belongs as a
triple-A city, a position it has become comfortable with. However, there are a few
warning signs on the wall about the team’s future. For one thing, the team will switch
Major League affiliations in 2005. For the past eight years, New Orleans has had a
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working agrccmciU with Houston, the closest
been a close rclutioiisliip. \cw Orlcans

Major League city to the Big Easy. It had

fans were able to watch almost all of the Astros’

games on lclc\ision. Baseball fans in New Orleans were able to easily make the
approximately IH e-hour driv e to Houston, where they could watch former Zephyrs play
In tact, the Zophyi's would even sponsor fan trips to Houston. The Astros, however,
swiitched their al'l'iliation to Round Rock, Texas, leaving New Orleans to sign a working
agreement

\s'ith the Washington Nationals. Time will tell whether the
switch harms

attendance at all. Zephyrs officials argue that it will do the opposite. They say people are
talking about

the switch and that the change will spur curiosity and shake

up stagnant

interest in the franehise,
In 2004, the Zephyrs drew their worst seasonal attendance figure, 324,324 a drop
of more than 30,000 fans from the 2003 attendance. The seasonal attendance marks have
fallen every year—except 2002-—since the team drew over 500,000 fans in 1997 and
1998. The newness of that ballpark has worn off, and the Zephyrs front office will need
to find ways to re-instill that newness and bring back fans that haven’t been to the
ballpark in

seven seasons or even to attract new fans, perhaps a larger number of black

fans. Whatever they are able to accomplish, those changes will not come in a vacuum.
For the last 118 y^ars, the status of professional baseball in New Orleans has been driven
by the same

forees that have affected the city as a whole. For the Zephyrs
to increase

attendance they must cither do a better job of tapping into the city culture, or they must
benefit from an economical or political change, such as citizens with
income or a civic decision to build the team a new stadium. The

uiore disposable

“field dimensions” that
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professional baseball in New Orleans operates within are the same dimensions used by
the rest of the eiiy.
'I'be oame of baseball took on mythical proportions as America’s pastime during
the early 1900s. Although Americans no longer adore the game like they once did,
baseball’s value as a cultural force has not subsided. The game remains a measure of the
American lifesivlu h remains a summer past-time. It remains a method for fathers and
sons to compare the

heroes of yesterday with the heroes of today. Since the game has

I'oots that no back into

the nineteenth century', it remains a method to trace a long period

. It is a useful tool for examining more than a century of
of American development
evolution in the Big Easy.
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